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FORWARD 
 

 Testing has come to have an important influence on the lives and careers of people 

throughout the world. Whenever the information is needed to make decisions about 

people or to assist them in selecting courses of action pertaining to their future 

educational or occupational status, some form of assessment instrument may be used. 

Tests and other instruments are used extensively in schools, psychological clinics, 

industry and the civil and military services for diagnostic evaluation, selection, 

placement, and promotional purpose. In addition to their applications in practical decision 

making, tests are used extensively in research.  

 

 In the backdrop of importance of the use of assessment measures, the coordinator 

and writers of PhD study guide on ‘Instrumentation in Educational Research’ have done 

their best to convey a great deal of technical information in a way that the students can 

understand and with the help of web based material on self-instructional style they may 

find appealing.  

 

 I congratulate the coordinator on timely completion of this study guide and 

collection of web material.  

 

 

  (Prof. Dr. Mahmood ul Hassan Butt) 

  Vice Chancellor 

  2009 
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PREFACE 
 

 The foremost concern of a researcher is in deciding what appropriate methods they 

will use to measure the behavior of interest. Achievement tests are probably the most 

commonly used types of test in educational research; other types are also used in a 

variety of research applications. Among these tests are attitude tests and personality 

inventories, which asses an individual’s feelings about an object, person or event and 

his/her behavior and interests. Attitude tests (also called scales) are used when a 

researcher is interested in knowing how someone feels about a particular thing. 

Therefore, this course is concerned with the measurement of attitudes. Attitude scales 

have proved to be useful in a variety of research problems. When a researcher is 

interested in measuring the attitude of a large number of individuals, he may find that 

there is no available specific scale suitable for his purpose. It thus becomes necessary for 

researchers to construct their own scale. Therefore, the purpose of this course is to 

provide a thorough, state-of-art, and readable description of basic measurement concepts 

at a level of complexity, sufficient to equip students to understand technical terms in 

professional journals, reports, on-line articles and to be able to develop an educated 

opinion about the soundness of any educational and psychological test.   

 

 This course will provide small group discussions on topics relating to assessment, 

assessment tools, attitudinal scales as well as development and validation of survey 

research tools. Discussion will be based on selected readings, extant research studies and 

experiences of students. In research, development of a reliable and valid instrument with 

the potential use of information and communications technology (ICT) will indeed 

improve teacher education and the quality of research. 

 

 To the students taking this course: Welcome! You have been provided study guide 

(hard copy) and related web material on CD. Each unit of study guide is written on self 

instruction style and supported by 3-16 web based resources depending on the availability 

of material.  In every unit a list of web sites have been included that will make the reader 

of the unit to have an access to further readings and for searching recent and related 

material for inclusion in the course for future students .  

 

 The writers have tried to establish two way hyperlinks between the resource 

material and the topic or subtopic of the main unit for maintaining the consistency among 

reading.  

I hope you will find this style interesting and workable. The material and study guide are 

presented for pilot testing. Your feed back will enable the coordinator to revise/tailor the 

course before final printing.  

Thanks. 

 

  Prof. Dr. Rehana Masrur 

  Dean 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE 
 

 

Competencies and knowledge to be gained from this course are as follows: 

 

1) Ability to define the construct and identify the indicator of the construct to be 

measured. 

 

2) Ability to develop attitude statements for measuring defined stimulus. 

 

3) Apply psychometric principles for a reliable data gathering instrument. 

 

4) Learn about Multitrait-Multimethod Matrix (MTMM) and Nomological Network 

that researchers could actually use for assessing the construct validity of a set of 

measures in a study. 

 

5) Ability to differentiate that how instruments are designed to assess different types 

of behavior through the critical analysis of published research articles in the field of 

education and unpublished MPhil/PhD thesis. 

 

6) Construct valid and reliable classroom assessment measures. 

 

7) Conduct interviews for exploring the facts regarding educational problems. 

 

8) Use observational techniques to gather qualitative data. 

 

9) Ability to analyze qualitative data gathered using interview and observational 

techniques. 
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1.1 Introduction 

 

 Environmental influences affect the behavior of the individual child/person. The 

type of reaction a person makes to a given situation reflects materially both past and 

present influences of his environment. It is a basic knowledge that what we do, what we 

think, how we feel and how we respond become a part of us and are strong influences in 

future responses. Once you have clarified your attitude goals or objectives, you can begin 

to consider the types of information you will need and decide on the best approach for 

obtaining that information. After writing the objectives you will write attitude statements 

according to the criteria reflecting favorableness and un-favorableness about the object. 

Therefore, unit-1 provides an understanding of nature and dimensions of attitude for the 

development of a valid and reliable instrument.  

 A large variety of measurement devices are used in educational research. In some 

research projects, the measurement requirements can easily be met with existing tests or 

instruments. For others, developing measurement procedures may involve a substantial 

portion of the research effort. Whatever, the case may be, the measurement instruments must 

adequately measure the constructs, variables, concepts, or phenomenon under study, because 

a research study is only as well-done as the measurement that generates the required data.  

 Indeed the measurement of educational variables besides achievement, attitude, are 

themselves disciplines of study. It is the intent of this unit to provide knowledge and 

understanding about the basics of measurement of attitudinal factors.  

 

1.2 Objectives: 
 

After studying this unit you will be able to: 

 

1. Define specific and general attitude objectives. 

2. Identify the indicators reflecting attitude toward a stimuli. 

3. Develop equal number of favorable and unfavorable statements (items) toward a 

designated class of stimuli according to the criteria. 

4. Design and use instrument for the measurement of attitudes. 

 

1.3 Nature of Attitudes and Definition of Attitudes: 
 

It is an agreeable fact that an attitude is a learned predisposition to respond positively or 

negatively to a specific object, situation, institution, or person. And it consist of 

cognitive, affective, and performance components. The cognitive component for an 

attitude explains the knowledge or intellect aspect, affective domain is related to 

emotional and motivational aspects of attitude, and performance indicates the behavior or 

action. Although the concept of attitude is similar in some respect to interest, opinion, 

belief, or value, there are differences in the manner in which these terms are used. These 

terms have been elaborated by Aiken (2003) in the following way: (p. 294). 

 

Interest: Is a feeling or preference concerning one’s own activities. Unlike attitude , 

which implies approval or disapproval ( a moral judgment), being interested in some 
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thing simply means that a person spends time thinking about it, regardless of whether 

these thoughts and behaviors are positive or negative. 

 

Opinion: An opinion is a specific reaction to certain occurrences and situations, 

whereas an attitude is more general in its effects on responses to a broad range of people 

or events. Further more people are aware of their opinions, but they not be fully 

conscious of their attitudes.  

 

Beliefs: Belief are similar to opinions in that both are judgments or acceptances of 

certain propositions as facts, but the factual supports for opinions are usually weaker than 

those for beliefs.  

 

Value: The term value refers to the importance, utility or worth attached to 

particular activities and objects, usually as ends, but potentially as means as end.  

 

Definition of Attitudes: 
 Many psychologists have spent their entire professional lives trying to draw subtle 

distinction among such constructs like attitudes, beliefs, and values. It is believed 

(Popham, 2005) that an attitude consists of and individual’s set or tendency to behave 

toward a fairly limited class of objects.  

 When teachers try to measure children’s attitude toward the democratic process, 

those teachers are really trying to find out how students will be likely to act toward the 

democratic system when they grow up. Teachers also try to see whether children 

currently enjoy art so that the teacher can predict whether those children will derive 

pleasure from art in later life. It indicates that attitude have predictive validity. And can 

be used to predict future behavior.  

 We can say that: ‘Learned tendency to respond to an object in a consistently 

favorable or unfavorable way’. For further detail read the following article in folder 1 in 

CD just move the cursor on the reference press control key + enter key.  

 

Article 1.1 Multiattribute Attitude Theory 

 

1.4 Development of Attitudes: 
 

 From birth and during the early years of childhood, the individual begins to acquire 

his first attitudes and exhibits his first learned behavior. His social experiences are 

beginning to be organized into attitudinal systems. As the new born child acquires certain 

feeding habits, he comes to regard favorably, those who contribute to the satisfaction of 

his needs, and unfavorably those who frustrate his original drives. The baby’s attitudes 

towards his parents are carried over to others. As, the child grows in his capacity to 

respond to those outside his family group, his social attitudes become definite.  These are 

cooperativeness, selfishness, dominance, conformity, dependability, etc. He begins to 

acquire so called “human nature’ as the area of his relevant experiences expand. The 

attitudinal systems become incorporated in his total personality. These attitudes will be 

later modified through learning and adjusted to his goals and motives.  

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20Unit%201/Article%201.1%20Attitude%20formation%20nd%20change.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20Unit%201/Article%201.1%20Attitude%20formation%20nd%20change.pdf
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 The integration of numerous specific responses of a similar type affects the 

development of attitudes in the individual. These attitudes determine the total adjustment 

of the individual and usually reflect attitudes of his parents, friends and other primary 

groups of which he is member. Attitudes are evolved from associations with the 

individual’s family group, and in general through social and emotional interaction.  

 The development of attitude is influenced by environment which includes school, 

and the community as well as modern media.  As we know that attitudes as a mental and 

neutral state of readiness have a direct, compulsive influence on an individual’s behavior. 

Study of attitudes remained the interest of social psychologists in the beginning of 20
th
 

century. The earliest efforts were directed towards the development of different sets into 

which different attitude could be categorized. Organized through experiences they act as 

motive force and affect the individual’s response to all objects and institutions. As mental 

images or verbalized ideas, they take on meanings only when they are considered in 

relation to some object, situation or stimulus.  Generally, attitudes are taken as a system 

of emotionally toned ideas. They are linked to the emotions and reflect pleasant 

associations involving fear, rage, hatred, and love. The expression of the prejudice or bias 

in favor of certain ideas indicate an emotionalize tendency which is acquired and 

relatively fixed usually characterized by withdrawal or approach, agreement or 

disagreement, like or dislike of a specific or generalized stimuli.  

 A distinction drawn between the Multiattribute attitude model as a measurement 

device and as a theory of attitude formation and change using analysis of variance 

paradigm to investigate the underlying multiplicative and summative assumptions. An 

article down loaded from web site elaborates the concept of attitude formation and 

change. Therefore read article 1.1 again, in web material folder. Also read article 1.2 for 

explanation that how attitudes are formed and how they change, it also help to understand 

the methods of measuring attitudes. Follow the procedure explained in article 1.1.  

 

Web based Article 1.2 ‘Instructional Technology and Attitude Change’ 

 

1.5 Writing Attitude Objectives:  
  

 Before making any decision about how to collect attitude information, one must 

examine attitude objective in the light of the following criteria: 

1. The importance of attitudes. The main questions arises ‘is the measurement of 

attitude has some significance? Gauge, the importance of an objective by finding 

out beforehand the kinds of decisions that depend on evaluation results. Collection 

of data that will have little or no influence will be useless. 

2. The attitude objectives should be specific but defined in detail. The most important 

step in this regard should be to make sure that the objectives are clear and 

described in detail. It involves the need to develop and clarify objectives before 

making decisions about measurement techniques. 

3. The need to determine if the attitude measures for the program should focus on 

outcomes or process. 

4. There is a need to attend ethical or legal problems involved in the measurement of 

attitudes. 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20Unit%201/Article%201.2%20Instructional%20Technology%20and%20Attitude%20Change.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20Unit%201/Article%201.2%20Instructional%20Technology%20and%20Attitude%20Change.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20Unit%201/Article%201.2%20Instructional%20Technology%20and%20Attitude%20Change.pdf
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5. There is also need to anticipate unfavorable reactions by the persons, like parents, 

teachers, pupils concerning the measurement of attitude. It is for better to know 

beforehand whether people are likely to respond negatively to the measures you use, so 

that you can decide if obtaining the information is worth unsetting one group or another. 

 

1.6 Collecting Attitude Information  
 

 Once you have developed and clarified goals or objective according to the criteria 

stated in section 1.5, you can begin to consider the types of information you will need and 

decide on the best approach for obtaining that information. Different methods can be used to 

obtain information concerning a person’s attitude towards something including direct 

observation, projective techniques, physiological indicators, measure of implicit associations, 

and attitude inventories or scales. The most direct and straightforward method is direct 

observation, that is observing how a person behaves in relation to certain things. What does a 

person actually do or say in situations in which the attitude object or event is present? Direct 

observation of behavior is informative. Self report includes all procedures by which a person 

can be asked to report on his or her own attitude. Such information can be obtained orally 

through the use of interview, surveys, or polls. It can be provided in written form through 

questionnaires, attitude, rating scales, logs, journals, or diaries.  

 Self report procedures represent the most direct type of attitude assessment and 

should probably be applied when you are sure that the peoples whose attitude is being 

measured will be not able to provide information by other methods.   

 Questionnaires are generally used in cases where the researcher or evaluator needs 

answer to a variety of questions. They are designed in such a way that each question can 

represent a discrete concern and can yield a score specific to that concern. They can also 

be designed to answer to several questions that can be summed up to yield a single score.  

 Attitude rating scales are special kinds of questionnaires. They are developed 

according to strict procedures which ensure that several responses can be summed to 

yield a single score representing one attitude. The procedure for constructing attitude 

rating scales ensures consistency by discarding inconsistent items who have no 

relationship with other items of the same scale. The development of above mentioned 

instruments will be thoroughly discussed in next unit separately. Read articles 1.3, 1.4, 

and 1.5, before considering self assessment questions. 

 

1.7 Criteria for Developing Attitude Statements, Problems Related to 

Measuring Attitude  
 

 Classical measurement theory has discussed a number of criteria for writing 

attitude statements. These statements serve as indicators for measuring the stimulus.  

Read article 1.3 for further detail. This article also discusses problems related with the 

measurement of attitudes. Article 1.4 and 1.5 will give you the detail about history of 

attitude measurement. Read these article before solving self assessment questions. For 

further reading get help from mentioned web sites in section 1.9 

Read Articles 1.3, Quantifying the Unquantifiable:  Measuring Affective Objectives 

Article 1.4 Attitude Scale Short Form, Definition and History of Attitude  

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20Unit%201/Article%201.3%20Quantifying%20the%20unquantifiable.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20Unit%201/Article%201.4%20Attitude.doc
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Article 1.5 Attitude Measurement 

 

1.8 Self-Assessment Questions:  
 

1. Of what value are pupil attitude to the teacher. 

2. How are attitudes scales employed in the appraisal of students attitudes?  

3. Search on the Internet an Attitude Scale for measuring the attitude toward self. 

Examine the scale, identity and define the constructs, and classify each statement 

into defined construct.  

4. Talk with several people and bring up the subject of Attitudes. Ask each individual to 

define what he means by the concept. Search the definition of the concept on website. 

Compare the various definitions. Are they similar to the definition found on web site? 

5. What are some of the difficulties involved in direct questioning of individuals 

about their attitudes? 

6. What are some of the difficulties involved in inferring the attitude from observed 

behavior? 

7. What are some of the reasons why ambiguous statement may not be of value in 

assessing-attitudes? What are some of the things that might contribute to the 

ambiguity of an attitude statement?  

 

1.9 Suggested Books  
 

Airasian, P. W. (2001). Classroom Assessment: Concepts and Applications, Boston: 

McGraw Hill. 

Kline, T. J. B. (2005).  Psychological Testing, New Delhi: Vistaar Publications. 

McIntire, S. A. and Miller, L. A. (2000). Foundations of Psychological Testing, Boston: 

McGraw Hill. 

McMillan, J. H. (2007). Classroom Assessment: Principles and Practice for effective 

Standard Based Instructions, Boston: Pearson Education, Inc. 

Murphy, K. R. and Davidshofer, C. O. (1998). Psychological Testing, New Jersey: 

Prentice-Hall International, Inc. 

 

1.10  List of Web Sites  

 
http://www.psych.umn.edu/courses/spring05/federicoc/psy3201/lectures/032505.pdf 

http://www.ciadvertising.org/SA/fall_02/adv382j/kfarri1/attitude_measurement2.html 

http://www.orange.k12.nj.us/InclManualOrange/InclusionForms/STUDENTINTERESTI

NVENTORY-OrangeInclusionManual.pdf  

http://www.simplypsychology.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/attitude-measurement.html 

http://www.aect.org/edtech/ed1/34/34-05.html 

http://www.aect.org/edtech/ed1/34/index.html#341 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20Unit%201/Article%201.5%20Attitude%20Measurement.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20Unit%201/Article%201.5%20Attitude%20Measurement.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20Unit%201/Article%201.5%20Attitude%20Measurement.doc
http://www.psych.umn.edu/courses/spring05/federicoc/psy3201/lectures/032505.pdf
http://www.ciadvertising.org/SA/fall_02/adv382j/kfarri1/attitude_measurement2.html
http://www.orange.k12.nj.us/InclManualOrange/InclusionForms/STUDENTINTERESTINVENTORY-OrangeInclusionManual.pdf
http://www.orange.k12.nj.us/InclManualOrange/InclusionForms/STUDENTINTERESTINVENTORY-OrangeInclusionManual.pdf
http://www.simplypsychology.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/attitude-measurement.html
http://www.aect.org/edtech/ed1/34/34-05.html
http://www.aect.org/edtech/ed1/34/index.html#341
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2.1  Introduction  
 

 The most popular of all attitude- scaling procedures is the procedure devised by 

Rensis Likert. It is popular because of its simplicity and versatility. Not all attitude scales  

used in research studies designated as Likert Scales were actually constructed by item-

analysis procedures.  In many cases, a set of declarative statements, each with five  agree-

disagree response categories, is simply put together as an instrument without following 

Likert’s Procedure. Consequently, we cannot be certain that a questionnaire that looks 

like a Likert Scale was actually constructed by the Likert Scaling Procedure. This unit 

will develop the skill of formulation of summated rating scale in the light of theoretical 

implications. 

 

2.2 Objectives  
 

The objectives of this unit are to: 

1. develop statements for a defined attitude. 

2. calculate t-values for each attitude statement. 

3. select attitude statements on the basis of  assigned weights. 

4. apply skill in formulation of summated rating scale 

5. measure reliability and validity of summated rating scales. 

 

2.3 Formulation of Attitude Statements & Weighting of Response Categories  
 

 This topic has been divided into two parts, the first part addresses the development 

of statements according to the criteria set by the experts. And the second part explains 

selection and giving weightage to response categories.  

 One thing is very important, while writing the statements that reflect the attitude 

being measured that set of items must adequately sample the content domain of the target 

concept.  Explore the content domain by consulting one or more of the following: 

 Dictionary, Webster and Technical  

 Definitions by Experts/Authorities 

 Dictionary of Synonyms  

 Intended use of the Test 

 Native Speakers (for nuances/variations if target concept is denoted by a word in a 

language) 

 Scope of subject matter prescribed in the curriculum tests, or tests of other target 

concepts closely related in meaning.  

 

 If there exists a test/an instrument developed for local setting or a standardized tests 

that may serve an excellent source of understanding of the concept. Once the 

indicators/domains have been identified then it is easier to construct statement/items, 

supposedly 5 to 10 for measuring each domain or construct. It is necessary to identify the 

constructs to be measured. Development of specification for each construct will help to 

improve the judgmental validation of the items/statements. In first unit you have learned 

about the development of attitude statements the same procedure should be used here. In 
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this regard read article 2.1 in folder 2 of web based material: 

 

Read Article 2.1 \Web Material PhD Study Guide\Web Material Unit 2\Article 2.1 

QuantifyingtheUnquantifyable.doc‘Quantifying the Unquantifiable: Developing 

Quality Measure for Affective objectives’ 

 

 Once the statement have been written and validated through judgmental procedures 

then it qualifies for pre testing before administering the instrument. The experts have 

suggested the following guidelines for pre testing. 

 

Choosing the Response Set and Assigning the Numbers 

 The points or response categories are assigned numerical values ranging from 1-5 

or 0-4. The numbers assigned to the response categories are arbitrary. The researchers 

need to understand that Likert scale measures are at the ordinal level of measurement 

because responses indicate a ranking only.   The total of these values over the statements 

gives an individual’s attitude score (Weirsma, 2000). The important characteristics stated 

by many scholars are the appropriateness of response categories for the statement (item). 

Some of these are given in Table 1.  

 

Table 1     Types of Response categories  used in Rating Scales and Likert Scales 

Very good 

Good 

No opinion 

Poor 

Very poor 

Very satisfactory 

Satisfactory 

Undecided 

Unsatisfactory 

Very Unsatisfactory 

 

Strongly Agree 

Agree 

Neutral 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

 

Very supportive 

Supportive 

Neutral 

Unsupportive 

Very unsupportive 

Highly appropriate 

Appropriate 

Neutral 

Inappropriate 

Highly 

Inappropriate 

Highly favorable 

Favorable 

No opinion 

Unfavorable 

Highly Unfavorable      

Always 

Often 

Sometimes 

Rare 

Not at all                       

 

Strongly approve 

Approve 

Undecided 

Disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

 

 Since there are any number of possible sets of Likert responses the table gives only 

a  few as examples.  A number of artificial dichotomies can be produced keeping in view 

the nature of statements (items). Definitely, keeping in view the purpose also for which a 

respondent is required to elicit a real response towards a stimulus. One of the most 

important characteristics of the Likert Scale is the suitability of response choices that the 

responses must be appropriate for the items.  Sometimes there is a tendency to try to 

force all items into a common set of responses such as strongly agree to strongly disagree 

(Weirsma, 2000)  

 

Read Article 2.2 ‘Likert Scale’  in Folder Unit 2  

 

 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit%202/Article%202.1%20QuantifyingtheUnquantifyable.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit%202/Article%202.1%20QuantifyingtheUnquantifyable.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit%202/Article%202.2%20Likert%20Scale.doc
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Guidelines in Pre-Testing 
 

1. Self-administered tests assume that respondents are literate and possess comparable 

levels of comprehension. 

2. In case of mailed questionnaires, non-respondents may differ from respondents in 

their answers, resulting in biased results a difficult condition to verify). 

3. In items requiring report of behavior, verbal response is assumed to faithfully 

reflect actual behavior. In items requiring recall, it is assumed that respondents 

have perfect recall. 

4. Cultural categories of respondents may not be identical with those of the investigator. 

5. If respondents are aware of the purpose of the test, their responses may become 

deliberately biased towards a given direction they become test wise). 

6. Respondent’s answer must be solely his own; he must not consult or copy from 

somebody else. In interviews, bystanders and kibitzers may affect the response of 

the interviewee. 

9. Administration of test may take time. The time elapsed between the first and last 

respondent may be too long that events may have transpired that introduces 

changes in responses. This is the case in public opinion surveys about issues, which 

develop rapidly. 

10. Test consists of one or more items.  An item is the lowest unit of response in a test. 

The set of all acceptable responses to an item is called the response set. A 

numerical score is assigned to each response. 

11. In multiple choice items, do not include choices that are obviously incorrect to 

most respondents from the target population. 

12.  There must be a mixture of easy, moderately difficult and very difficult items. 

13. The test should neither be too easy or too difficult. The average of total scores of a 

representative sample of intended respondents should be near 50 in a 100-point scale. 

14.     Randomly mix reversed-sense items with the rest. 

15 Avoid items which give clues as to the purpose of the test, or else, place them at the end 

of the test.  You can announce the purpose of the test after the respondents have taken the 

test.  It open-ended items were to be included, place them at the beginning of test. 

16.    Avoid using a scale with more than 10 steps. 

17. Verify knowledge/awareness of an issue before asking for opinion or attitude on 

the issue. Asking frequency of a correlate behavior is preferable to asking opinion 

or attitude.  For example, instead of asking, “Are you a religious person?” you can 

ask several questions such as “how may items of you attend Sunday mass or 

services during a typical 10-week period?” 

18. Clear, short phrasing of items is preferable. Use technical terms understandable to    

the target population. 

19. If an item requires knowledge of more than one concept, it is advisable to replace it 

with two items each separately testing one concept. 

20. Avoid items which may be considered as too private, could be self-incriminating, 

or associated with strong social approval/disapproval. 
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21. If test results will be fed to a computer, format the answer sheet such that it is also 

the coding sheet.  Place the blanks/boxes for encoding of answers at the right side 

of the page opposite each item. 

22. It is preferable to start with more, rather than less, items. 

23. If items are translated from English to a dialect, it is desirable to print both versions 

for additional clarity to bilingual respondents.  

24. It is not necessary to ask for the name of the respondent during pre-testing. 

25. If respondent’s literacy or facility with the written language will interfere, the test 

must be administered by an interviewer. 

26. Immediately after pre-testing, ask respondents their reactions to each item: is an 

item unclear? Did they suspect what the test was for? 

27. Take note of any questions asked by respondents. 

 

2.4   Calculation of T-Values and selection of statement for final instrument 
 

 Then, do a t-test of the differences between the mean value for the item for the top 

and bottom quarter judges. Add the ratings of each statement as marked by the subjects 

across all statements. Then take 25% of the subjects with the highest total scores and 25% 

of the subjects with the lowest total scores. We assume that these two groups provide 

criterion groups in terms of which to evaluate the individual statement. Aikan (2003) 

suggested that 27% of the subjects could also significantly differentiate between two 

extreme groups. Now arrange the responses as displayed in table 3. 

Table 3   The calculation of t-values for evaluating the differences in the mean response  

               to an  attitude statement by a high group and a low group(positive statement). 

 

Response 

Categories 

Low Group 

X     f  fX fX
2
 

High Group 

X   f fX fX
2
 

Strongly Agree 

Agree 

Uncertain 

Disagree 

Strongly Disagree 

4 2  8 32 

3 4  12 36 

2 10 20 40 

1 5  5 5 

0 4  0 0 

4 12 48 192 

3 6  18 54 

2 4  8 16 

1 2  2 2 

0 1  0 0 

Sums  25 45 113 

 nL ∑fXL      ∑fXL 
2   

                        

 25 76 264 

 nH ∑fXH      ∑fXH 
2   

    

 

Calculate the following: 

MeanL (Mean of low group)     =  1.8      MeanH (Mean of high group)   =  3.04 

 

sL 
2 
 =   ∑fXL 

2  
_   ( ∑ fXL )

2        
=

    
32

   
         sH 

2 
 =   ∑fXL 

2  
_   ( ∑ fXL )

2
   =  32.96            

                                     nL                                                                                                   nH 

             t       =     MeanH   _ MeanL 

                                           √ sH
2

 +  sL
2    

 /n(n-1) 

             t       =    3.04 – 1.8                    =  1.24/.329 

                              32 +32.96/ 25(24)     

             t       =    3.76                                
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 Higher t-values mean that there is a greater difference between the highest and 

lowest judges. In more practical terms, statements with higher t-values are better 

discriminators, so retain  these statements in the final instrument. In the end, you will 

have to use your judgment about which items are most sensibly retained. You want a 

relatively small number of statements on your final scale (e.g., 10-25) and you want them 

to have high Item-Total correlations and high discrimination (e.g., high t-values). Reverse 

the rating for negative (unfavorable) statements. 

 

2.5  Interpretation of Scores on Summated Rating Scales 

 

 The sum of the weight of all the items checked by the subject would represent the 

individual’s total score. This weighting system means that a high score (SA to A for 

favorable items; SD or D for unfavorable items) indicates a positive attitude towards the 

object (Ary, Jacob, Razavieh & Sorensen, 2006).  The highest possible score is 5X N (the 

number of items); and the lowest possible score is 1 X N. 

 If a person obtains a score of 25 on a 25-item scale, we would interpret this score as 

indicating an unfavorable or negative attitude. In order to obtain this score, the subject 

would have had a strongly agree response to every unfavorable statement in the scale. 

Similarly, we can interpret a score of 125 as indicating a favorable or positive attitude, 

since this score can be obtained only if the subject gave a strongly agree response to 

every favorable statement and strongly disagree to every unfavorable statement.   

 

 

2.6  Measurement of Reliability of Attitude Scale 
 

 Imagine you are target shooting. You have two rifles provided with telescopic 

sights each.  After trying out both, the results are as follows: 

 
 

Accuracy is associated with small systematic error, the gap between target and the 

centered or average position of shots.  Precision on the other hand is associated with 

small random error or noise, the degree of scatter or spread of the shots.  Thus we say that 

Rifle A has large random error but little or no systematic error (maybe the bore of the 

rifle is too large for the bullet, while Rifle B has small random error but wide systematic 

error (maybe the telescopic sight is misaligned). 
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In the behavioral and social sciences, the equivalent concepts are reliability and validity. 

 

Physical and                    

Engineering  

Sciences 

Behavioral 

and Social        

Sciences 

               Layman  

              Concept 

Accuracy       = =      Validity     = =        on target 

                                                              Straightforward True 

Precision       = =      Reliability  = =        Consistent 

                                                               Predictable 

                                                               Hang together 

 

 Intuitively, a test with highly interrelated items shows strong bonding, in other 

words, it is a reliable test.  Its measurement error is small. In fact the amount for 

reliability is one which is computed from average of all inter-item correlations. In this 

regard the following formula works very well. 

                                                        k.
r 

i
 
j 

                                R t t  =             1+ (k-1) 
.
r                                                     

                                                          I j                        

 

2.7 Self Assessment Questions: 
 

1. Construct a summated rating scale of approximately 20 to 22 statements relating to 

some psychological object of interest. Give these statements to 100 subjects with 

Likert directions.  Obtain score for each respondent and calculate t-value for each 

statement. Arrange t-values in descending order and select atleast 15 statements for 

final instrument. 

2. Calculate the reliability and validity of the instrument developed in Q1. 

3. Use the instrument developed by Likert method in a research study.  

 

2.8 Suggested Books  
 

 

2.9 List of Web Sites 

 

http://www.psych.umn.edu/courses/spring05/federicoc/psy3201/lectures/032505.pdf 

http://www.ciadvertising.org/SA/fall_02/adv382j/kfarri1/attitude_measurement2.html 

http://www.orange.k12.nj.us/InclManualOrange/InclusionForms/STUDENTINTERESTI

NVENTORY-OrangeInclusionManual.pdf  

http://www.simplypsychology.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/attitude-measurement.html 

http://www.aect.org/edtech/ed1/34/34-05.html 

http://www.aect.org/edtech/ed1/34/index.html#341 

www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/scaling.htm 

 

 

http://www.psych.umn.edu/courses/spring05/federicoc/psy3201/lectures/032505.pdf
http://www.ciadvertising.org/SA/fall_02/adv382j/kfarri1/attitude_measurement2.html
http://www.orange.k12.nj.us/InclManualOrange/InclusionForms/STUDENTINTERESTINVENTORY-OrangeInclusionManual.pdf
http://www.orange.k12.nj.us/InclManualOrange/InclusionForms/STUDENTINTERESTINVENTORY-OrangeInclusionManual.pdf
http://www.simplypsychology.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/attitude-measurement.html
http://www.aect.org/edtech/ed1/34/34-05.html
http://www.aect.org/edtech/ed1/34/index.html#341
http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/scaling.htm
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3.1 Introduction  
 

 Louis Thurstone and his co-workers developed attitude measurement scales on 

interval measurement scale on which equal differences in scale values correspond to 

equal differences in attitude strength.  Thurstone methods illustrate well how a simple 

unidimensional scale might be constructed. The Method of Equal-Appearing Intervals 

starts like almost every other scaling method -- with the development of the focus for the 

scaling project. Because this is a unidimensional scaling method, it is assumed that the 

concept researcher is trying to scale is reasonably thought of as one-dimensional. The 

description of this concept should be as clear as possible so that the person(s) who are 

going to create the statements have a clear idea of what he/she is trying to measure. In 

this unit you will learn main steps involved in the development of equal-appearing scale. 

 

3.2 Objectives 
 

1. Develop a large number of statements expressing attitudes towards  educational 

and psychological object of interest  

2. Obtain the favorableness and un-favorableness on eleven response categories as 

lying on at equal intervals along a continuum of a large sample of judges 

3. Perform analysis for sorting and selecting statements for final instrument. 

 

3.3 Generating Potential Scale Items  
 

 The construction of attitude scale by equal-appearing method begins by defining the 

focus of interest for which the instrument is being developed. The next step starts by 

collecting a large number of statements expressing a wide range of positive and negative 

feelings toward a given topic. Suppose you have created 200 or so statements after reviewing 

an extensive body of knowledge related to the concept under investigation. These statements 

are sorted into 11 categories. These categories range from least favorable (category 1) to most 

favorable (category 11) toward the thing in question. The judges are instructed to think of the 

eleven categories as lying   After sorting of statements by the judges on the continuum of 

equal interval has been completed and you would be required to select a final scale items 

from these 200 statements. Read the following example from: 

 

Web based Article 3.1 in folder Unit 3 on CD for generating statements. 

(Generate statements that describe specific attitudes that people might have towards 

persons with AIDS)  

 

3.4 Rating the Scale Items    
 

 After all judges have completed the sorting process for all statements do the 

following: 

Construct a frequency distribution for each statement by counting the number of judges who 

placed the statement in each category. Or construct a frequency bar diagram. The figure of 

bar graph for a statement has been constructed from the following frequency table. 

Unit%203%20Method%20of%20Equal%20appearing%20Intervals.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/Web%20material%20Unit%203/Article%203.1%20thurstone%20scaling.doc
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Sorting Categories 

Statement   1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9    10     11 Scale 

value 

Q 

value 

Frequency   2    11     20    23   18     14     8      3      1      0     0        4  3 

 

 

 
 

 The median in the above data can be located in sorting category 4. It means that 

median value lies in this category of response. From the table you can see that 33 

responses lay on one side of category 4 and 44 cases lie on the other side of the category 

4. After identification of median the (scale value) and Q (interquartile range) can be 

calculated by using the following formula. You have learn this formula in your 

M.Phil/MS course on ‘Advanced Educational Research and Statistics’: 

 

S =  L +  ( .50 − ΣPb )  I                                      (i) 

                          Pw 

S = Scale value 

L = The lower limit of the interval in which the median falls 

ΣPb = The sum of the proportion below the interval in which the median falls. 

Pw = The sum of proportion within the interval in which the median falls. 

I = The width of the interval 

Substituting  the values from above table we have; 

S   =   3.5 + ( .50 - .44)  x 1   

 .23 

S    =   3.77 ( rounded up to 4) 

     

Interquartile (Q) can be obtained after the calculation of Q3 and Q1 the formula for both terms is: 

Q1 =  L +  ( .25 − ΣPb )  i                                      (ii) 

               Pw 

 

Q3 =  L +  ( .75 − ΣPb )  i                                      (iii) 

                         Pw 
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After substituting values from the same, we have already calculated scale value the : 

 

Q1  =   2.5 

Q3  =   5.5      Therefore the : 

Q   =    5.5-2.5 =  3 

 

The interquatile range is the measure of the spread of the middle 50 percent of the 

judgment. 

 

Read Article 3.2 on folder unit 3 in CD for calculating the scale values (Median) 

 

3.5    Computing Scale Score Values for Each Item  
 

After obtaining data from 100 judges now arrange them according to above table. 

 

1. Calculate median (scale value) and semi-interquartile range (ambiguity index) for 

each statement from the corresponding frequency distribution.  

 S =  L +  ( .50 − ΣPb )  I                                      (iv) 

                                Pw 

 S =     Scale value 

          L =     The lower limit of the interval in which the median falls 

          ΣPb =      The sum of the proportion below the interval in which the median falls. 

          Pw =     The sum of proportion within the interval in which the median falls. 

 I =     The width of the interval 

 Substituting the values from above table we have; 

                    

 S   =   3.5 + ( .50 - .44)  x 1   

                                     .23 

          S    =   3.77 ( rounded up to 4) 

     

Interquartile (Q) can be obtained after the calculation of Q3 and Q1 the formula for both 

terms is: 

 

 Q1 =  L +  ( .25 − ΣPb )  i                                      (v) 

                                  Pw 

 

          Q3 =  L +  ( .75 − ΣPb )  i                                      (vi) 

                                    Pw 

 

After substituting values from the same, we have already calculated scale value the : 

 Q1  =   2.5 

 Q3  =   5.5      Therefore the : 

 Q   =    5.5-2.5 =  3 

 

The interquatile range is the measure of the spread of the middle 50 percent of the judgments.  

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/Web%20material%20Unit%203/Article%203.2%20Thurstone%20scaling.doc
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3.6 Selecting the Final Scale Items   
 

 Selection of items (statements) for final scale the criteria depends on the purpose 

for which the scale is being developed. Since, you have learned that Q values indicate the 

ambiguity in the statement. When there is good judgment and agreement among the 

subjects who have given their favorableness and un-favorableness towards the statement, 

Q will be small. A large Q value will indicate disagreement among the judges as to the 

degree of attribute possessed by a statement. It indicates that there is ambiguity in the 

statement regarding the attribute it is measuring.   

 For the selection of good statements arrange them in ascending order on the basis 

of scale value. In constructing an attitude scale by the method of equal-appearing 

intervals is approximately 20 to 25  statements such that the scale values of the 

statements on the continuum are relatively equal spaced and such that the Q values are 

relatively small. Thus both S and Q values are used as criteria for the selection of 

statements to be included in the attitude scale. In a true interval scale, the difference 

between the scale values of any two adjacent statements will be equal to the difference 

between the scale value of other pair of adjacent statements. Furthermore, the ambiguity 

index of all statements should be low. 

 

3.7 Administering the Final Scale   
 

 After selecting 20 to 25 statements for finished scale according the criteria stated in 

3.6 section, administer them on an appropriate size of sample for which the scale was 

developed and ask them whether they agree or disagree with the statement. Add the scale 

value of the statement on which the subject has shown agreement. Reverse the score for 

negative statements.  

 

3.8 The Influence of Attitude on Scale Values   
 

 It is a matter of great concern while developing the attitude scale that how to 

eliminate the influence of the attitude of a subject while judging the favorableness and 

un-favorableness of the statement. The scale is intended to provide interval measurement 

of the attitudes of the respondents, but this presupposes that the items in the scale are 

measured at the interval level (‘equal appearing’), a questionable assumption given the 

way in which the final scale-value of each item is derived. Because the scale-values 

depend on the judges, it is important that as large a number as possible of well-informed 

judges are used, and that they are not systematically biased with regard to the attitudes 

being measured. 

 

3.9 Self Assessment Questions   
 

1. Collect approximately 100 statements for measuring the attitude towards terrorism. 

Obtain equal- appearing interval judgments for these statements from at least 100 

judges according to the method given in this unit. After each judge has finished, 

ask him to rate his/her own attitude toward terrorism on a 9 points scale. Separate 

http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1O88-measurement.html
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the judgment into two groups: those obtained from judges who rated their own 

attitude as favorable and those who rated their own attitude as unfavorable. Find 

scale values for the statements for each group of judges.  What is the correlation 

between the two sets of scale values? Are their any statements where the scale 

values obtained from the two groups of judges differ greatly? 

2. Sketch the theoretical operating characteristics of favorable statement, unfavorable 

statements, and neutral statement of terrorism. 

3. Using the scale values obtained in Question-1 statements, based upon the combined 

judgment of both groups, construct a scale with approximately 20 -22 statements 

fairly evenly spaced over the terrorism continuum and with small Q values. 

 

3.10 Suggested Readings 
  

Aiken, L. R. (2003). Psychological Testing and Assessment (11
th
 Edition). Boston:    

 Pearson Education Group Inc. 
 

Edwards, A.L. (1974). Techniques of Attitude Scale Construction. New York: Appleton- 

 Century-Crofts, Inc. 

 

 

3.11 List of Web Based Sites 
 

1. http://trochim.human.cornell.edu/kb/scalgen.htm 

2. http://www.brocku.ca/MeadProject/Thurstone/Thurstone_1952.html 

3. http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1O88-equalappearingintervals.html 

 

 

 

http://trochim.human.cornell.edu/kb/scalgen.htm
http://www.brocku.ca/MeadProject/Thurstone/Thurstone_1952.html
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Unit–4 
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4.1 Introduction 

 

 A type of numerical rating scale that has frequently been used in research on 

personality, social psychology and education is the Semantic Differential. Osgood's 

Semantic Differential was designed to measure the connotative meaning of concepts. The 

development of this instrument provides an interesting insight into the border area 

between linguistics and psychology. People have been describing each other since they 

developed the ability to speak. Most adjectives can also be used as personality 

descriptors. The Semantic Differential question scale offers a bipolar pair of adjectives 

between which the respondent must choose along some form of scaling (typically a 

seven-point scale). The pairs of words need not be opposite and may be used to discover 

fine differences in viewpoint. They are often adjectives. 

 The occurrence of thousands of adjectives in English is an attestation of the 

subtleties in descriptions of persons and their behavior of speakers of English developed 

over millennia. Roget's Thesaurus is an early attempt to classify most adjectives into 

categories and was used within this context to reduce the number of adjectives to a 

manageable subsets, suitable for factor analysis.  

 

4.2 Objectives 
 

1. Be able to develop a bio-polar adjective scale. 

2. Able to evaluate data collected through semantic differential scale.  

3. Able to compare the development procedure of semantic differential scale with 

other attitude measurement scales. 

 

4.3 Factorial Structure of Semantic Differential Scale 
 

 The semantic differential scale asks a person to rate a product, brand, or company 

based upon a seven-point rating scale that has two bi-polar adjectives at each end. The 

following is an example of a semantic differential scale question. 

 

A factor analysis of adjectives comprises on three factors:  

i. Evaluation  

ii. Potency  

iii. Activity 

 

 The factor ‘evaluation’ loads highest on the adjective pair 'good-bad'. The 'strong-

weak' adjective pair defines the potency factor. Adjective pair 'active-passive' defines the 

activity factor. This factorial structure makes intuitive sense. When our ancestors 

encountered a person, the initial perception had to be whether that person represents a 

danger. Is the person good or bad? Next, is the person strong or weak? Our reactions to a 

person markedly differ if perceived as good and strong, good and weak, bad and weak, or 

bad and strong. Subsequently, we might extend our initial classification to include cases 

of persons who actively threaten us or represent only a potential, danger, and so on. The 

evaluation, potency and activity factors thus encompass a detailed descriptive system of 
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personality. Osgood's semantic differential measures these three factors. It contains sets 

of adjective pairs such as warm-cold, bright-dark, beautiful-ugly, sweet-bitter, fair-unfair, 

brave-cowardly, meaningful-meaningless. Semantic differential can be used to describe 

not only persons, but also the connotative meaning of abstract concepts. Factor analysis is 

a statistical technique that originated in psychometrics.  

 

 For more explanation EPA (Evaluation, Potency, Activity) structure read the 

following material: 

 

Article 4.1 folder 4 ‘Semantic Differential and Attitude Research 

Article 4.2 folder 4 ‘Semantic differential 

 

4.4 Selection of Adjectives  
 

 As you have read that semantic differential is characterized by bipolar adjectives 

separated by a 7-point rating scale. These bipolar adjectives are selected very carefully 

after considering the relevance with the concept being measured. See following example:  

Please indicate your opinions about the 'Tariq Aziz Show’ by checking one box in each 

row below: 

  
very  

much 

some- 

what 
neither 

some- 

what 

very 

much 
  

enjoyable [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] Boring 

likeable [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] Challenging 

noisy [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] Fascinating 

silly [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] Ridiculous 

 

Followings are the consideration for selecting adjectives:  

 

 The pairs of words need not be opposite/same and may be used to discover fine 

differences in viewpoint. They are often adjectives. 

 

4.4.1 Antonyms   
 Antonym can be complementary and gradable. For example for complementary 

antonym the pair entertaining — boring and for gradable pair of adjective rich----- not 

rich. 

 

4.4.2 Homonyms 
 Pair of words which give similar meaning are sometimes selected in semantic 

differential instrument for example; Does complex—simple mean sophisticated—common 

or fastidious—easy-going? 

 

 

  

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/Web%20material%20unit%20-4/Article%204.1%20Semantic%20Differential%20and%20Attitude%20Research.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/Web%20material%20unit%20-4/Article%204.2%20Semantic%20differential.pdf
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4.4.3 Relevance 
 The relevancy of adjective pairs depend on the nature of research study and the 

sample. Adjectives are selected keeping in view their relevancy with the subjects and 

with the study itself. 

 

4.4.4  Number of Adjectives 
 The number of adjectives for a study also depend on the information that are 

required to answer the research questions. Including many will increase the hard work 

required for collecting, and analyzing the data  therefore, should not be so many that the 

task becomes tedious for the subjects. The number chosen should therefore partly depend 

upon the number of voices the subjects are required to listen to. A large number of 

speakers and a large number of traits would mean that the subjects are much more likely 

to become bored than if one of these factors were reduced. The scale would be more 

effective with either fewer traits or fewer speakers. The subjects would feel less fatigued, 

and results would be more likely to be an accurate reflection of their true opinions, 

resulting in more meaningful data. 

 

Example: 

What would you say about the website of  AIOU:  

(7) Very Attractive  

(6)  

(5)  

(4)  

(3)  

(2)  

(1) Very Unattractive  

 

 Notice that unlike the rating scale, the semantic differential scale does not have a neutral 

or middle selection. A person must choose, to a certain extent, one or the other adjective.  

 

 This is a relatively unusual form of development of instruments that is used in 

more specialist surveys, where the connotative meaning is being  explored. Pairs of 

words are often clear opposites. This is not always the case, in which case there is more 

cognitive challenge. This style can be used to test interpretation of words or subconscious 

perception. It is also possible that people will ignore or select random response.  

 

4.5 Layout of Scale     
 

4.5.1 Polarity 

 Positive or negative  polarity like ambition and self-confidence can be seen for the 

context in which it has been used.  Not all adjectives are cultural free. If a concept 

represents positive side of a society then there is possibility that same concept will give 

opposite meaning in other context.  
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4.5.2 Point scale 

 Osgood originally used seven- point- scale in his instruments. Some researcher 

used five-point-scale, nine-point-scale or more then that. 

 

4.5.3 Response Pattern 

 The following two tables show response patterns. Table 1 is an example of 

unmarked scale.  

 

Table1 Example of unmarked, continuous scale (with central position): 

     

Enjoyable __________________|__________________ Boring 

Likeable __________________|__________________ challenging 

Noisy __________________|__________________ fascinating 

Silly __________________|__________________ ridiculous 

 

Example of Marked Scale 

 

Table 2 The Ideal Electric Company 

 

Good ----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- : ----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- 

: 

bad  

unconcerned  ----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- : ----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- 

: 

concerned  

responsive  ----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- : ----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- 

: 

unresponsive  

cold ----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- : ----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- 

: 

Warm 

big ----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- : ----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- 

: 

----- 

: 

Small 

 

         In example below, the two adjectives have been separated by seven numbers. The 

respondent may be required to check or circle the desired number. 

                        

Numbers: Educated 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Uneducated 

 

4.6 Analysis of Semantic Differential Scale 
 

 Responses on semantic differential scale can be analyzed in several ways. For 

quantitative treatment, the rating on each scale can be assigned numerical values from 1 

to 7, or from -3 to +3.  The overall similarities of any two concepts for an individual and 
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or a group can then be measured in terms of their positions on all scales.  The 

connotations of all concepts rated by single individual can be investigated by computing 

the ‘score’ of each concept in the three principle factors i.e Evaluative, Activity, and 

Potency. Thus, on a scale extending from -3 to +3, a given individual concept of ‘Ideal 

Electric Company’ may rate -2 in evaluative factor, 0.1 in potency, and 2.7 in activity.  

The concepts to be rated can be chosen to fit whatever problem is being investigated. 

Respondent can, for example be asked to rate themselves, member of their family, 

friends, employers, teachers, or public figures, members of different ethnic and cultural 

groups; persons engaged in different occupations; activities such as studying, or out door 

sports; abstract ideas such as  confusion, hatred, sickness, peace, or love; product names 

or brand names; and radio or television programs. The semantic differential has been 

applied in many different context, in research on such varied problems as clinical 

diagnosis and therapy, vocational choices, cultural differences, and consumers’ reaction 

towards products and brand names.  

 Unmarked scales are more difficult to code afterwards, although this can be done 

with a Likert-type overlay. The advantage of these is that they are not dependent on the 

interpretation of words (for example, 'somewhat' can mean a lot or a little to different 

people). Respondents will tend to score these relatively - thus if they feel less strongly 

about a question than the previous one, they will mark the scale in a more central 

position. 

 This method gives interval data. 

 

 

                  Figure 2: Profiles of ideal (Broken Line) and Actual (Solid Line) Electric  

                  Companies Resulting from Ratings Study The Ideal Electric Company 

 
  

This style can be used to test interpretation of words or subconscious perception. It is also 

possible people will ignore or select random response.  

 

Read Article 4.3 on Consideration for Developing Semantic Differential Scale and  

Article 4.4 on Semantic  Satiation in Web Material Folder 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/Web%20material%20unit%20-4/Article%204.3%20Considerations%20when%20constructing%20Semantic%20differential%20scale.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/Web%20material%20unit%20-4/Article%204.4%20Semantic%20Satiation%20as%20function%20of%20.....doc
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4.7 Self Assessment Questions    
 

Q.1 What are the theoretical consideration for developing a Semantic Differential scale. 

Q.2 Write down merits and demerits of Semantic Differential scale. How would you 

compare these with the merits and demerits of Likert and equal appearing Scales? 

 Q.3 Develop 20 antonym pairs for measuring ‘Quality” and 10 synonym pairs for measuring 

‘globalization’ on seven point scales. Follow marked format for lay out of responses. 

Q.4 Administer both instruments to a sample of 50 respondents, obtain their scores, 

analyze and interpret these scores. 

 

4.8 List of Web Sites 
 

ANDREW M. COLMAN. "Semantic Differential." A Dictionary of Psychology. 2001. 

Encyclopedia.com. 26 Feb. 2009 < 

 

http://www.encyclopedia.com>. 

 

http://trochim.human.cornell.edu/kb/scalgen.htm (4 of 5) [9/10/2002 12:46:39 PM] 

 

 

http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1O87-semanticdifferential.html
http://www.encyclopedia.com/
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5.1 Introduction 
 

 A Guttman scale is a psychological instrument developed using the scaling technique 

developed by Louis Guttman in 1944 called Guttman scaling or scalogram analysis. A primary 

purpose of the Guttman scaling is to ensure that the instrument measures only a single trait (a 

property called unidimensionality, a single dimension underlies responses to the scale). Guttman's 

insight was that for unidimensional scales, those who agree with a more extreme test item will also 

agree with all less extreme items that preceded it. The purpose of Guttman scaling is to establish a 

one-dimensional continuum for a concept you wish to measure. What does that mean? Essentially, 

we would like a set of items or statements so that a respondent who agrees with any specific 

question in the list will also agree with all previous questions. 

 

5.2 Objectives 
1. To find out whether responses to items selected to measure a given attitude fall on 

a single dimension. 

2. To prepare response matrix for computing the reproducibility coefficient. 

3. To compute reproducibility coefficient  

 

5.3 Introduction to Unidimensional Scale 
 

 "Guttman Scales are ones in which the items constitute a unidimensional series such 

that an answer to a given item predicts the answers to all previous items in the series (e.g., in 

an arithmetic scale, correctly answering a subtraction item predicts a correct answer to a prior 

item on addition, but not necessarily a later item on multiplication). That is, a respondent who 

answers an item in a positive way must answer less difficult items also in a positive way." In 

simple words that an individual ranks higher in each statement just as the other individual. 

We might say that this means that a person with more favorable attitude than another person 

must also be just as favorable or more favorable in his response to every statement in the set 

than the other person. When responses to a set of attitude statements meet this requirement, 

the set of statements meet this requirement, the set of statements is said to constitute a 

unidimensional scale.  Another property of unidimensional scale is that the statements 

measure one dimension/factor of the phenomenon under consideration since responses are 

supposed to have reproducibility characteristic, therefore multiple dimension scale will show 

low reproducibility coefficient. 

 

5.4 Defining the Universe of Content 
 

 As in all of the scaling methods, we begin by defining the focus for our scale. Let's 

imagine that you wish to develop a cumulative scale that measures U.S. citizen attitudes 

towards immigration. You would want to be sure to specify in your definition whether 

you are talking about any type of immigration (legal and illegal) from anywhere (Europe, 

Asia, Latin and South America, Africa). 

 Next, as in all scaling methods, you would develop a large set of items that reflect 

the concept. You might do this yourself or you might engage a knowledgeable group to 

help. Let's say you came up with the following statements: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scale_%28social_sciences%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Louis_Guttman&action=edit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1944
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1. I would permit a child of mine to marry an immigrant.  

2. I believe that this country should allow more immigrants in.  

3. I would be comfortable if a new immigrant moved next door to me.  

  

  I would be comfortable with new immigrants moving into my community.  

  It would be fine with me if new immigrants moved onto my block.  

  I would be comfortable if my child dated a new immigrant.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 We would want to come up with many more statements (about 80-100 would be desirable). 

 

5.5 Techniques of Scalogram Analysis with two Categories of Responses 

(Cornell and Matrix). 
 

 Guttman (1980) scaling is also based on the principle that the composite score 

indicates how the items making up the scale were answered. The following example will 

show what we mean. To keep our example simple, we will use only three items for 

measuring attitudes toward wives working outside the home and use only "agree" or 

"disagree" as responses. The items are:  

1. It is all right for married women without children to work outside the home. 

         •  Agree        •  Disagree  

2. It is all right for a mother with older children to work outside the home. 

         •  Agree        •  Disagree  

3. It is all right for a mother with young children to work outside the home. 

         •  Agree        •  Disagree  
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 These items were selected because the responses were expected to form a predicted 

pattern. The greatest amount of agreement was expected for item 1, the least for item 3, 

with item 2 being in between. Scores of 1 for agreement and 0 for disagreement are 

assigned to each item. Composite scores, therefore, could vary from 0, when respondents 

disagree with all three items to 3, when they agree with all three items. The top half of 

Table 5.1 shows the responses that would fit the expected pattern.  

 The first four patterns, which represent the predicted patterns of responses, are 

known as scale types.   For each scale type a respondent's composite score says exactly 

which items the respondent agreed with. The bottom half of the table shows patterns of 

responses that deviate from the predicted patterns. Each of these four mixed types 

involves a degree of error. No matter how the items are scored, the composite score will 

not faithfully describe which items the respondent agreed with. For mixed types, we first 

have to assign a number, called an index score, which comes the closest to describing the 

response pattern to the items used. Notice that an index score of 1 for mixed types could 

be obtained under two different response patterns. You can see this for the first and third 

mixed types.   The same is true for an index score of 2 for the second and fourth   mixed 

types, but with scale types, the score of 1 and 2 are just as clear as the score of 0 or 3.  

                           

 

                            Table 5.1. Illustrative scaling response patterns 

Scale types Responses Score 

Agree with all 3 items  1 1 1  3 

Agree with items 1 and 2  1 1 0  2 

Agree with only item 1  1 0 0  1 

Disagree with all 3 items  0 0 0 0 

 

                        Table 5.2  

  
Responses 

Index 

score 

Index 

score 

Mixed types, do not 

fit the expected 

pattern 

0 1 0  1 2 

1 0 1  2 3 

0 0 1  1 0 

0 1 1  2 3 
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 In developing a composite score, the scores for the scale types are simply added, 

but scoring the mixed types presents some problems. No matter how they are scored, 

some error will result. Our objective is to minimize the amount of error that will occur. 

To achieve this goal, mixed types are first scored by adding the "yes" responses. Scores 

assigned in this way are shown under the heading "index score" in Table 5.2. The index 

scores are then converted to scale scores, but in such a way as to minimize the amount of 

error that is involved. For the mixed type of 0-1-0, a scale score of 1 would imply an 

actual response pattern of 1-0-0. Giving a score of 1 for the first mixed type would 

involve 2 errors, 0 to 1 for the first item and 1 and 0 for the second item. But if we 

assume the 1 response for the second item really meant a 1 response for the first item 

also, then we could assign a score of 2 to this mixed type.    In making this assumption 

we are creating an error of 1, but this is lower than the error of 2 that would have 

occurred if both items had been scored as 1.  

 

5.6 More than Two Categories of Responses and Modal Categories 
 

 If there are three categories of responses, such as agree, undecided, disagree, then 

weights of 2, 1, 0, may be assigned to the categories. The largest weight is always assigned to 

the most favorable response and zero weight to the least favorable response. With more than 

two categories of response the number of 2, 1, 0 will separately be counted in each column of 

the score matrix.  Using the same reasoning as stated in two response set we would assign a 

score of 3 to the mixed type of 1-0-1. From the pattern of the three responses we could 

assume that the middle response should have been 1 also.    The next mixed type, 0-0-1, is 

assigned a score of 0. We assume from the pattern that the last 1 response was in error: So, 

we maintain an error of 1, which is the smallest amount possible. The predicted patterns of 

responses for each score are determined and are shown in the right column. These predicted 

patterns are then compared with the actual responses in the score matrix. The errors of 

prediction are recorded for each subject and the coefficient of reproducibility is obtained. This 

procedure may be generalize to any number of response categories.  

 After scoring all the mixed types, we determine the percentage of all responses that 

fit the predicted scale types. The number for all responses is found by multiplying the 

number of respondents by the number of items used. Assuming that we had a sample of 

150 respondents, the number for all responses would be 150(3) or 450 responses. Now 

we need to find how many of these responses fit the expected pattern by being a scale 

type. This percentage is called the coefficient of reproducibility. R 

 

5.7 Validation of the Scale and Use of Guttman Scale  
 

Coefficient of Reproducibility 

Douglas W. Coleman, University of Toledo, writes: 

"The coefficient of reproducibility measures how well we can predict any given student's 

responses from his/her position within the table; it should be at least .90." The coefficient 

of reproducibility measures the validity of the Guttman Scale.  

The Coefficient of Reproducibility is: 

C. of R. = 1 - Errors / (Total Responses) 
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 First, sort the items (the columns) by item score, and persons (the rows) by person 

score, then display the responses as a table, called a Scalogram. For a perfect Guttman 

scale with no errors, the Scalogram will form a triangle of 1's (1 indicating a correct 

answer to the item) with no interior 0's and no exterior 1's (which would indicate passing 

a more difficult item but failing a less difficult one). A Guttman error is an interior 0 or 

an exterior 1 in the Scalogram. 

 Since, for practice, there is ambiguity in this definition, a convention, followed in 

SPSS-X and SAS (see RMT 5:4, p. 189), but not by Guttman or Menzel, is to act as 

though all persons with the same raw score are in the same row of the Scalogram, and all 

items with the same raw score are in the same column. (Guttman and Menzel sort the 

rows and columns opportunistically, apparently even regardless of their scores, in order 

to minimize the number of errors.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 The figure above, from a simulation study, shows the results that can be expected 

when the data fit the Rasch model. The study indicates that C. of R. is essentially 

independent of test length or sample size (not shown here), but is influenced by test width 

and sample dispersion.  

 

Coefficients of Scalability 

"The complete formula for the Coefficient of Scalability now reads: C. of S. = 1 - 

(Errors/Maximum Errors); where Maximum Errors is determined by whichever of the 

Maximum [Possible] Errors by Items [with fixed person marginals] and Maximum 

[Possible] Errors by Persons [with fixed item marginals] yields the smaller result." 

 The new level of acceptance [with C. of S.] may be somewhere between .60 and .65" 

(Menzel, p. 279) 

 "The scalability coefficient is defined as 1 minus the sum of the observed number 
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of errors according to the Guttman Scale Model over the sum of the expected number of 

errors, assuming the responses to the items are independent across persons and the [item] 

marginals are fixed."  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 A post to the LINGUIST Forum states that "C. of S. = 1 - (E/X), where E is the 

number of Guttman errors and X is the number of errors expected by chance", i.e., the 

second definition. It then adds: "By arbitrary convention, C. of S. should be .60 or higher 

to consider a set of items Guttman scalable." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The two Figures above, again from a simulation study, show the expected values of 

the two scalability coefficients for "true/false" data that fit the Rasch Model. It is seen 

that the two definitions yield very different scalability coefficients. A major difference is 

that the "Maximum" Coefficient considers both persons and items, the "Expected" 

coefficient considers only items (according to my reading of the Guttman and Mokken 

literature). This disregard of the rows produces the counter-intuitive result that the wider 

the test, the lower the value of the "Expected" coefficient. We can the see that the 
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benchmark value of 0.6 implies a wide test for the "Maximum" coefficient, but a wide 

sample for the "Expected" one. 

 Unfortunately, from the perspective of Rasch measurement, it appears that these 

coefficients have little to offer in evaluating data quality. 

 

5.8 Development of a Set of 15-20 Statements Guttman Scale 
 

 Once you've selected the final scale items, it's relatively simple to administer the 

scale. You simply present the items and ask the respondent to check items with which 

they agree. For our hypothetical immigration scale, the items might be listed in 

cumulative order as: 

 

 I believe that this country should allow more immigrants in.  

 I would be comfortable with new immigrants moving into my community.  

 It would be fine with me if new immigrants moved onto my block.  

 I would be comfortable if a new immigrant moved next door to me.  

 I would be comfortable if my child dated a new immigrant.  

 I would permit a child of mine to marry an immigrant.  

   

Of course, when we give the items to the respondent, we would probably want to mix up 

the order. Our final scale might look like: 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: Place a check next to each statement you 

agree with.  

_____  I would permit a child of mine to marry an 

immigrant. 

_____  I believe that this country should allow more 

immigrants in. 

_____  I would be comfortable if a new immigrant moved 

next door to me. 

_____  I would be comfortable with new immigrants 

moving into my community. 

_____  It would be fine with me if new immigrants moved 

onto my block. 

_____  I would be comfortable if my child dated a new 

immigrant.  

 

Each scale item has a scale value associated with it (obtained from the scalogram 

analysis). To compute a respondent's scale score we simply sum the scale values of every 

item they agree with. In our example, their final value should be an indication of their 

attitude towards immigration.  

Red Article 5.1 Guttman 3 and Article 5.2 Wealth in  Folder 5 

 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit%205/Article%205.1%20Guttman%203.doc
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5.9 Self Assessment Questions 
 

1. What is meant by a unidimensional scale? How numbers does it take to locate a 

person on a unidimensional scale? On a two dimensional scale? On a three 

dimensional scale? 

2. What does Guttman mean by a cutting point? What rules does he believe must be 

observed in locating cutting points? 

3. Construct a Guttman Scale on measuring ‘Happiness’ among secondary school 

children. Analyzed and find out the level of happiness among them. 

 

5.10 Suggested Readings 
 

Guest, G. (2000). Using Guttman Scaling to Rank Wealth: Integrating Quantitative and 

Qualitative Data. Field Methods, Vol. 12, No. 4, November 2000 346–357 

Guttman, L. (1950) The Basis for Scalogram Analysis. In Stouffer et al. Measurement & 

Prediction, The American Soldier, Vol IV. New York: Wiley. 

Loevinger, J. (1947) A Systematic Approach to the Construction and Evaluation of Tests 

of ability. Psychological Monographs, 61, 4. 

Mokken, R.J. & Lewis, C. (1982) A Non-Parametric Approach to the Analysis of 

Dichotomous Responses. Applied Psychological Measurement, 1982, 417-430. 

Guttman Coefficients and Rasch Data. Linacre, J.M. … Rasch Measurement 

Transactions, 2000, 14:2 p.746-7 

 

5.11 List of Web Sites 

 

www.rasch.org/rmt/rmt142e.htm 

www.rasch.org/rmt/contents.htm 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guttman_scale 

 

 

 

http://www.rasch.org/rmt/rmt142e.htm
http://www.rasch.org/rmt/contents.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guttman_scale
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6.1 Introduction 
 

 The tests designed to test the personality, identify certain differential aptitudes of a 

person measured by a single scale.  Generally the items or subtests of the personality tests 

provide a composite and internally consistent measure.   In the development of such tests 

an attempt is made to minimize the intra individual variation, therefore items or subtests 

which have very little or no correlation with the rest of the measure are generally 

excluded without thinking about their nature relating to measuring the differentiation of 

abilities (differential abilities or aptitude).   

 The multiple aptitude batteries/differential aptitude batteries are designed to yield 

information on many aspects of a personality.  Such tests comprised the test items or 

subtests that measure different abilities (or different traits) loosely grouped under one 

scale.  A technique of factor analysis is applied to systematically identify, sort and define 

these different abilities (or traits) comprising a single test.  Factor analysis simplifies the 

description of data by reducing the number of necessary variables or dimensions.   

Factor analysis is one of several methods used for reducing correlational data to a 

smaller number of dimensions or factors; beginning with a correlation matrix, a small 

number of components or factors are extracted that are regarded as the basic variables 

that account for the interrelations observed in the data (Thesaurus, 2008).      

 Factor analysis is the analytical process of transforming statistical data (as 

measurements) into linear combinations of usually independent variables (Factor 

analysis, 2009).  

This unit describes the nature and conceptual framework of factor analysis.  It throws 

light on the use of this analytical method in a number of research activities for developing 

research instruments.  The use of principal component analysis and other such methods in 

making the research instrument statistically more valid and reliable have also been 

explained in this unit. The concept is enhanced by including the examples of validation 

studies of educational instruments.  

 

6.2 Objectives 
 

After completing this unit sequence, the student will be able to successfully: 

1. Comprehend the basic concepts and principles of factor analysis and principal   

component analysis. 

2. Identify, sort and define the factors associated with different abilities (or traits) 

consisting a single test in one or more fields of Social Sciences. 

3. Evaluate the reliability and validity of the research instrument by applying the 

psychometric evaluation techniques.  

4. Apply exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis to differential 

information data. 

6. Conduct basic pre-analysis data screening and perform basic data transformation 

procedures in SPSS and analyze as well as report the results of 

univariate/multivariate analysis of variance and covariance. 

7. Interpret the statistical information in tables of rotation matrix. 

8. Enhance his/her comprehension by experiencing the application of factor analysis 
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techniques on different sets of data in other researches. 

9. Identify issues important to drawing valid inferences from research. 

10. Prepare and present a detailed proposal for a multivariate research study. 

 

6.3 The Nature of Factor Analysis 
 

 The term factor analysis was first introduced by Thurstone in 1931. Factor analysis 

is defined as “the analytical process of transforming statistical data (as measurements) 

into linear combinations of usually independent variables” (Merriam-Webster Online 

Dictionary, 2009).  This is one of several methods used for reducing correlational data to 

a smaller number of dimensions or factors; beginning with a correlation matrix a small 

number of components or factors are extracted that are regarded as the basic variables 

that account for the interrelations observed in the data (WordNet 3.0, 2008). 

 According to Education Dictionary (2006) it is a statistical method that describes 

the interrelationships of a set of variables by statistically deriving new variables, called 

factors which define the correlations between variables. These factors are fewer in 

number than the original set of variables. It reveals how much of the variation in each of 

the original measures arises from, or is associated with, each of the hypothetical factors. 

Factor analysis has contributed to an understanding of the organization or components of 

intelligence, aptitudes, and personality, and it has led to the development of improved 

tests of several components.  

 In social research ‘factor analysis” is applied as a data reduction or (exploratory) 

structure detection method.  Factor analytic techniques are mainly used: (1) to reduce the 

number of variables and (2) to detect structure in the relationships between variables, that 

is to classify variables. For example, suppose we want to measure people's satisfaction 

with their lives. We design a satisfaction questionnaire with various items; among other 

things we ask our subjects how satisfied they are with their hobbies (item 1) and how 

intensely they are pursuing a hobby (item 2). Most likely, the responses to the two items 

are highly correlated with each other. Given a high correlation between the two items, we 

can conclude that they are quite redundant (F Distribution, 2008).  

 Factor analysis and its extensions are widely used in the social and behavioral 

sciences, and can be considered useful tools for exploration and model fitting in 

multivariate analysis (Yalcin, Ilker and Amemiya, Yasuo, 2001).  These techniques 

generally simplify the procedures of analysis by examining the internal structure of a set 

of variables in order to identify any underlying constructs. 

 Factor analysis techniques are available in a variety of statistical packages and can 

be used for a number of different purposes. Common uses of factor analysis are; i) to 

assess the ‘factorial validity’ of the various questions comprising a scale, by establishing 

whether or not the items are measuring the same concept or variable, ii) to determine the 

extent to which the given set of variables can be reduced to a smaller set in order to 

simplify the analysis, without losing any of the underlying concepts or variables being 

measured. (Dictionary of Sociology, 1998).  

 The following compulsory reading will enhance your knowledge about the nature 

of factor analysis to a great extent. 

Article  6.1:  Factor Analysis by Richard B. Darlington  

http://mondofacto.com/facts/dictionary?method
http://mondofacto.com/facts/dictionary?variables
http://mondofacto.com/facts/dictionary?factors
http://mondofacto.com/facts/dictionary?correlations
http://mondofacto.com/facts/dictionary?measures
http://mondofacto.com/facts/dictionary?understanding
http://mondofacto.com/facts/dictionary?personality
http://www.statsoft.com/textbook/glosc.html#Correlation
http://biblioteca.universia.net/irARecurso.do?page=Statist.+Sci.+16%2C+iss.+3+%282001%29%2C+275-294&id=989780
http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1O88-variable.html
http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1O88-scales.html
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.1-Factor%20Analysis%20by%20Darlington.doc
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Examples of step wise application of factor analysis in validation of research instruments 

are given in the following readings:    

Article. 6.2 by Necessary steps in factor analysis: Enhancing validation studies of 

educational instruments. The PHEEM applied to clerks as an 

example by Johanna Schönrock-Adema and others.  

 

 There are guidelines available for the minimum sample size needed to conduct 

factor analysis. Some researchers have suggested the ratio of sample size to number of 

variables as a criterion: the recommendations range from 2:1 through 20:1. Others have 

suggested a minimum sample size of 100 to 200 observations. 

Article. 6.3:  Sample size in factor analysis: why size matters by Helen C Lingard 

and Steve Rowlinson Check your understanding about the topic by 

doing the following exercise: 

Exercise: 

Q.1 Define factor analysis, how is it used by social researchers?  

Q.2 What may be the underlying problems of this analytic method?  

 

Activity 1: 

 Select a personality trait and develop a scale of ten questions on it, check whether 

all questions direct towards the selected trait or not.   

   

6.4 Conceptual Overview 
 

 Many techniques are available to social scientists that allow both inductive and 

deductive manipulation of quantitative as well as qualitative data, but what is the 

difference between factor analysis and in these techniques. As Rummel (2009) enlisted 

several characteristics of factor analysis, main are: 

1) Factor analysis can analyze such a large number of phenomena with the assistance 

of an electronic computer that 100- variable analyses become routine. 

2) It disentangles complex interrelationships among the phenomena into functional 

unities or separate or independent patterns of behavior and identifies the 

independent influence or cause at work. 

3) It handles social phenomena in the situation. 

Let us read the following readings to strengthen our insight on the conceptual overview 

of factor analysis: 

 

Article. 6.4:  Understanding Factor Analysis (section 1) by R.J. Rummel  

Article. 6.5:  Overview of Factor Analysis by Jamie DeCoster  

 

According to Ismail,  Khalida (2008);  

 

 Factor analysis is a broad term that refers to a set of statistical
 
methods used to 

detect underlying patterns in the relationships
 
among a number of observed variables.  

Factor analysis can appear complicated
 
to the general reader but the main principle is 

relatively straightforward:
 
what it aims to do is identify whether the correlations between

 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.2-%20neccessary%20steps%20in%20facr.anlys%20by%20Schönrock-Adema.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.3-Sample%20size%20in%20factor--%20by%20Lingard%20and%20Rowlinson.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.4-Understanding--%20(sec.1)%20BY%20RUMMEL.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.5-Overview%20of%20factor--by%20DeCoster.pdf
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a set of multiple observed variables are explicable or can be
 
summarised in terms of a 

smaller number of underlying, latent,
 
unobserved variables, also called factors. It is useful 

to have
 
a basic understanding of the specific techniques when reading

 
articles about factor 

analysis. There are two main approaches:
 
exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory 

factor analysis.
  

 

 Examples of validation of research instrument by applying the main techniques; 

exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis are given in articles. 6.6 and 

6.7 respectively.  

 

Article. 6.6:  Use of Exploratory Factor Analysis in Published Research: Common 

Errors and Some Comment on Improved Practice by Robin K. 

Henson and J. Kyle Roberts  

Article. 6.7:  Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the Conception for Teaching and 

Learning Questionnaire (CTLQ) by Timothy Teo and Chai Ching Sing 

 

Now do the following exercise to check your understanding: 

 

Exercise  

Q.1 Describe the theoretical framework of factor analysis. 

Q.2 How DeCoster explains the overview of factor analysis? 

Q.3 Define and explain the uses of exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis? 

 

Activity 2: 

 Choose a problem/topic in your area of specialization, formulate hypothesis as an 

expected solution of that problem (at least two). Develop test items to test the hypothesis. 

Collect data and identify the factorial composition/structure of the test.  

 

6.5 Factor Analysis and Scientific Method 
 

 In Factor analysis the "factors" are identified that explain a variety of results on 

different tests. For example, intelligence research found that people who get a high score 

on a test of verbal ability are also good on other tests that require verbal abilities.  This is 

explained by using factor analysis to isolate one factor that represents the degree to which 

someone is able to solve problems involving verbal skills. (http://en.wikipedia.org) 

 

 Factor analytical techniques enable the researchers to more systematically identify, 

store, and define the different abilities loosely grouped under “one trait”.  The application 

of factor analysis to study of trait organization provides the theoretical basis for the 

construction of multiple aptitude batteries.   

A detailed study on the topic is provided in the following readings: 
 

Article 6.8:  Understanding Factor Analysis (section 2) by R.J. Rummel  

Article. 6.9:   The Self-Talk Scale: Development, Factor Analysis, and Validation 

by Thomas M. Brinthaupt and others. 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.6-Use_of_Exploratory_Factor%5b1%5d%20by%20Henson%20and%20Roberts.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.6-Use_of_Exploratory_Factor%5b1%5d%20by%20Henson%20and%20Roberts.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.7-%20confirmatory%20factor--%20by%20Teo%20and%20Sing.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.8-UNDERSTANDIN1G%20(Section%202)%20by%20Rummel.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.9-the%20self-talk%20scale--by%20Brinthaupt,%20et%20al..pdf
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Please do the exercise to ensure your comprehension: 

 

Exercise  

Q.1 Factor analysis lead to formulating a theory, discuss? 

Q.2 What role does factor analysis play in testing the hypothesis?  

 

Activity 3: 

 Apply exploratory factor analysis to the data of the instrument you developed in 

activity 2 and test the hypothesis you also formulated in activity 2.  

  

6.6 Interpreting Factor Tables 
 

 Interpreting factor analysis is based on using a “heuristic”, which is a solution that 

is "convenient even if not absolutely true" (Darlington, Richard B., 2009). More than one 

interpretation can be made of the same data factored the same way, and factor analysis 

cannot identify causality.   

 The researchers may have a difficulty in interpreting the underlying factors on to 

which the different groups of variables load. Sociologists have suggested some unclear 

imaginative labels to be detected apparent underlying factors.  Sometimes a 

‘confirmatory’ factor analysis is undertaken by the researcher to anticipate that a number 

of items measuring (say) ‘job satisfaction’ all form one factor, and this proposition is then 

tested by comparing the actual results with a solution in which the factor loading is 

perfect. As explained in a dictionary of Sociology, the alternative criteria exist for 

determining the best method for doing the analysis, the number of factors to be retained, 

and the extent to which the computer should ‘rotate’ factors to make them easier to 

interpret. An ‘orthogonal rotation’ yields factors which are unrelated to each other 

whereas an ‘oblique’ rotation allows the factors themselves to be correlated; and, as 

might be expected, there is some controversy about which procedure is the more 

plausible in any analysis. Although there are conventions about the extent to which 

variables should correlate before any are omitted from a factor, and the amount of 

variance to be explained by a factor before it may be ignored as insignificant, these too 

are matters of some debate. The general rule of thumb is that there should be at least three 

variables per factor, for meaningful interpretation, and that factor with an ‘eigenvalue’ of 

less than one should be discarded. (Dictionary of Sociology, 1998).   

 Different factorial theories differ in terms of the orientations of factorial axes for a 

given solution. This means that all rotations represent different underlying processes, but 

all rotations are equally valid outcomes of standard factor analysis optimization. 

Therefore, it is impossible to pick the proper rotation using factor analysis alone.  

 The analysis will isolate the underlying factors that explain the data. Factor 

analysis is an interdependence technique. The complete set of interdependent 

relationships is examined. There is no specification of dependent variables, independent 

variables, or causality. Factor analysis assumes that all the rating data on different 

attributes can be reduced down to a few important dimensions. This reduction is possible 

because the attributes are related. The rating given to any one attribute is partially the 

result of the influence of other attributes. The statistical algorithm deconstructs the rating 

http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1O88-variance.html
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(called a raw score) into its various components, and reconstructs the partial scores into 

underlying factor scores. The degree of correlation between the initial raw score and the 

final factor score is called a factor loading.  

 The following reading explains in detail the interpretation of different tables in 

rotated factor matrix.  

 

Article 6.10:  Understanding Factor Analysis (section 4 & 5) by R.J. Rummel Now 

read the following article for elaborating the comprehension: 

Article  6.11:   A Psychometric Evaluation of Two Achievement Goal Inventories 

by M. Brent Donnellan 

 

Please do the exercise to ensure your comprehension: 

 

Exercise  

Q.1 What does a correlation matrix show? 

Q.2 Describe different factor matrices, often displayed in a report on a factor analysis. 

Q.3 What are eigenvalues? 

 

Activity 4: 

 Read the resulting tables and interpret them when orthogonal rotation of axes/ 

oblique rotation are applied. 

 

6.7 Principal Component Analysis and other Techniques  
  

 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) considers the total variance in the data, it 

transforms a number of possibly correlated variables into a smaller number of 

uncorrelated variables called principal components. By application means, it is also 

named the discrete Karhunen-Loève transform (KLT), the Hotelling transform or proper 

orthogonal decomposition (POD).  

 Principal component analysis and common factor analysis differ in terms of their 

conceptual meanings. The factors produced by principal component analysis are 

conceptualized as being linear combinations of the variables whereas the factors 

produced by common factor analysis are conceptualized as being latent variables.  

 The common factor analysis is different from the principal component analysis because 

in computation the diagonal of the relationships matrix is replaced with communalities (the 

variance accounted for by more than one variable). This makes the factor scores 

indeterminate and thus differs depending on the method used to compute them whereas those 

produced by principal components analysis are not dependent on the method of computation. 

 The principal component analysis and other methods are explained in the following 

reading: 

Article 6.12: Factor Analysis (Principal Components Analysis) by Richard B. Darlington  

Article 6.13:   LI Analysis Training Series Exploratory Factor Analysis with alpha 

method and varimax rotation by Melissa McDermeit and others. 

 Now read the following article for elaborating the comprehension of performing 

factor analysis on SPSS 13: 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.10-UNDERSTANDIN1G%20(SECTION%204%20&%205)%20by%20Rummel.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.11-A_Psychometric_Evaluation_of_Two%20---%20by%20Donnellan.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principal_component_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karhunen-Lo%C3%A8ve_theorem
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_Hotelling
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.12-Factor%20analysis%20(Principal%20Comp--)%20by%20Darlington.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.13-LI%20Analysis%20Training---%20by%20McDermeit.pdf
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Article 6.14:    Factor Analysis on the Characteristics of Occupation by Bhina Patria 

 

Let us do the exercise to check our comprehension: 

 

Exercise  

Q.1 Define Principal Components Analysis. 

Q.2 Review the results of a Principal Components Analysis.  

Q.3 Recall the underlying steps in computing factor analysis on any available statistical 

package for windows.  

 

Activity 5: 

 Apply the Principal Component Analysis to a set of any data and interpret the 

results. 

 

6.8 Self Assessment Questions 
Q.1 What is Factor Analysis? Why is it used in developing and validating research 

instruments? 

Q.2 Explain basic concepts and principles of Factor Analysis and describe the steps 

involved in conducting Factor Analysis? 

Q.3 Why factor results are usually displayed in one or more tables and how are they 

interpreted to test the hypothesis? 

Q.4 The correlation matrix contains much useful knowledge and the reader can peruse 

it for relationships between pairs of variables, explain? 

Q.5 Discuss the characteristics of:  

 (a) Factors "Differentiating" Variables and Factors "Underlying" Variables 

 (b) Principal Component Analysis and Principal Axis Factoring 

 (c) Un Rotated and Rotated Factors 

Q.6 Describe Factor Correlation Matrix? 

 

6.9 Suggested Readings 
Ferguson, G. A. and Takane, Y. (1989). Statistical Analysis in Psychology and   

Education, International Ed. New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company. 

Gnanadesikan, R. (1997). Methods for Statistical Data Analysis of Multivariate 

observations, 2
nd

 . Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics, New York, John 

Wiley and Sons, Inc.    

Steven, J. (1996). Applied Multivariate Statistics For The Social Sciences, 3
rd

 . Mahwah, 

NJ, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.   

Vaughn, A. A., et al (2009). Stress-Related Growth in Racial/Ethnic Minority  

       Adolescents: Measurement Structure and Validity, Educational and Psychological  

       Measurement, 69; 131, the online version of this article can be found at:  

       http://epm.sagepub.com/cgi/content/abstract/69/1/131 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20materiall%20unit-6/6.14%20-factor_analysis_patria.pdf
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7.1 Introduction 

 

 In conventional psychometric terminology ‘personality tests’ are instruments for 

the measurement of emotional, motivational, interpersonal, and attitudinal characteristics, 

as distinguish from abilities. The number of available personality tests runs into several 

hundred. Especially numerous are the personality inventories and projective techniques. 

In the development of personality inventories, several approaches have been followed in 

formulating, assembling, selecting and grouping items. Among the major procedures in 

current use are those based on content relevance, empirical criterion keying, factor 

analysis, and personality theory. Construct Validity is an assessment of how well the 

ideas or theories are translated in actual programs or measures. Why is this important in 

personality instruments? Because when we think about the world or talk about it with 

others we are using words that represent concepts. Students’ will be required to use other 

validity terms to reflect different ways for demonstration of different aspects of construct 

validity. A number of procedures may be used to provide different kind of evidence that a 

test has construct validity. Among these procedures are: nomological network, multitrait-

multimethod matrix, convergent validity, Item Response theory, discriminant validity, 

concurrent validity, and factor analysis. About factor analysis you have study unit-6 that 

is a very informative unit. Some of these realibility and validity procedures for 

developing personality measures will also be discussed in this unit.  

 

7.2 Objectives 
 

1. To understand the theoretical approaches for measuring the psychometric aspects 

of personality constructs. 

2. To understand the concepts of convergent and discriminant validity. 

3. To explain the development of the multitrait-multimethod matrix method of 

construct validity. 

4. To apply different techniques for validating personality measures. 

 

7.3 Theoretical Overview of a Construct (Nomological Network) 
 

 Nomological Network measures a linkage between theoretical and empirical 

framework of a personality measure. It explains the relationship between what 

researchers are trying to measure and how he/she is going to measure. While developing 

the theoretical construct certain principles are applied. This process is based on the 

following principles:  

(i) To establish inter-relationship of observable properties or quantities of a construct.  

(ii) To relate different theoretical constructs to each other  

(iii) To establish relationship between theoretical constructs to observables construct. 

 

 The emphasis should be on involving the observables during the development 

process of network. It definitely provides an opportunity to get more detail and in depth 

information about the construct.  The purpose of transforming a theoretical construct in a 

http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/mtmmmat.htm
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measurable and quantifiable concept, therefore identification of its components, who may 

define occurrence of an under consideration concept  

 “The basic rule for adding a new construct or relation to a theory is that it must 

generate laws (nomologicals) confirmed by observation or reduce the number of 

nomologicals required to predict some observables”. For further detail read the following: 

Read Article 7.1 On “Nomological Network In Folder7 On “Web Based Material”  

 

7.4 Introduction to Item Response Theory (IRT) 
 

 Item response theory describes the methods of calibrating a set of test items on an 

operationally defined latent trait continuum (usually presented by standard scores on the horizontal 

axis of an item response- curve), has also been applied to the task of equating tests. The sample 

invariance property of the item parameters in IRT, facilitates the determination of equivalent or 

equated scores on different tests. The IRT approach to equating involves finding a linear equation 

that transforms the item parameters like difficulty and discrimination indexes, of one form of  a 

test to those of a second form. The methodology by which the appropriate constants for the linear 

transformation equations are determined so that the corresponding parameters on the two tests will 

be on the same scale is referred to as ‘linking’. Linking procedures require, that the two tests share 

some common (that is called ‘anchor’ in IRT) items or a subset of examinees takes either tests or a 

third test measuring the same trait. The equating procedures of item-response-theory are 

economical in that item sampling, in which randomly selected subsets of items are administered to 

different randomly selected groups of people, is also involved.  

 You must understand that what ever the method is applied in equating two test, the 

tests either measure different psychological characteristics or have different reliabilities 

cannot, strictly speaking, be equated. In almost every case, about the best that can be done is 

to make the two tests or other educational or psychometric instrument ‘comparable’.  

 The most important thing to learn from this concept is that make comparable tests 

where ever it is required. The strict equating is not necessarily but scores on parallel tests 

may be scaled to achieve comparability. There are many ways to equate tests but the 

more technically sophisticated approach is item-response-theory. The following article 

will elaborate the concept of IRT in detail. 

Article 7.2 in folder 7 on web based material will provide you a comprehensive detail on IRT.  

 

7.5 Other types of Validity Related to Construct Validity 
 

 (Convergent, Discriminant, Criterion related Validity (concurrent and predictive) etc 

Calculating and Evaluating Validity Coefficient Using Validity information to make Prediction) 

 

7.5.1 Convergent Validity: 

 Evidence for the construct validity of a particular test may converge from a number 

of sources, such as other tests or measures designed to asses the same (or a similar) 

construct. Thus, if scores on the test undergoing construct validation tend to correlate 

highly in the predicted direction with scores on older, more established, and already 

validated tests designed to measure the same ( or a similar) construct, this would be an 

example of convergent evidence.  

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-7/Article%207.1%20Nomological%20network.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-7/Item%20Response%20Theory.doc
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 Convergent validity for validity may come not only from correlations with 

measures purporting to measure related constructs. For example a new test designed to 

measure the construct “test anxiety”. We might expect high positive correlation between 

this new test and the older, more established measure. 

 

7.5.2 Discriminant Validity    
 A validity coefficient showing little relationship between test scores and or other 

variables with which scores on the test being construct-validated should not theoretically 

be correlated provides discriminate evidence construct validity. 

 

 

7.5.3 Criterion-Related Validity 
          A criterion may be defined as the standard against which a test or test score is 

evaluated. It can be a specific behavior, a minimum level of score in a test/exam, an 

amount of time, a rating, a training cost etc. One thing to remember which setting up a 

criterion is that it should be realistic, reliable, relevant, valid, and unbiased. Keeping in 

view this description about criterion we may define criterion-related validity. It is 

judgment regarding how adequately a test score can be used to infer an individuals most 

probable standing on some measure of interest being the criterion. Two types of validity 

evidence are subsumed under the heading ‘criterion-related validity. Concurrent validity 

the form of criterion related validity that is an index of degree to which a test score is 

related to some criterion measure obtained at the same time(concurrently). Predictive 

validity on the other hand is also the form of criterion-related validity that is an index of 

the degree to which a test score predicts some criterion measure. These two concepts 

have been discussed in detail.  

           

(a) Concurrent Validity 

 Concurrent validity procedures are employed whenever a test is administered to 

people in various categories, such as clinical diagnostic groups or socioeconomic levels, 

for the purpose of determining whether the test scores of peoples in one category are 

significantly different from those of people in other categories. If the average score varies 

substantially from category to category, the test might be used as another, perhaps more 

efficient, ways of assigning people to those categories.  

 If test scores are obtained at about the same time that the criterion measures are 

obtained, measures of relationship between the test scores and the criterion provide 

evidence of concurrent validity. Statement of validity indicates the extent to which test 

scores may be used to estimate an individuals present standing on a criterion. A test with 

satisfactorily demonstrated concurrent validity may be very appealing to prospective 

users because it holds out the potential to save money and professional time. Some times 

the concurrent validity of a particular test is explored with respect to how it compares 

with another test.  

 

Read article 7.3 on Convergent and Dincriminant  validity in folder 7  

  

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-7/Convergent%20Validity.doc
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(b) Predictive Validity 

          Predictive validity is of concern primarily with respect to aptitude or intelligence tests, 

since scores on these kinds of instrument are often correlated with ratings, course grades, and 

other performance criteria. Test scores may be obtained at one time and criterion measures 

obtained at a future time, after some intervening event has taken place (such as training, 

experience, therapy, medication, or simply the passage of time). Measures of the relationship 

between the test scores and a criterion measure obtained at a future time provide an indication 

of predictive validity of the test; that is, how accurately scores on the test predict some 

criterion measure. Measure of the relationship between GAT and grade-point averages 

provide evidence of the predictive evidence of the predictive validity of GAT. 

 In settings where tests might be employed, such as admission in MS/Phil leading to 

Ph.D., a tests high predictive validity can be very useful for determining the merit and 

selecting successful students.  Whether a test result is valuable   in making a decision 

depends in how well the test results improve admission decision/selection decisions over 

those decisions made without knowledge of test results.  

 The magnitude of a predictive validity is limited by the reliabilities of both the 

predictor and criterion variables; it can be grater than the square root of the product of 

these two reliabilities.             
 

7.6 Factors Affecting Validity 
 

          The construct validity and criterion-related validity of non-cognitive measures if affective by 

numbers of factors. Like differences among the characteristics of a group of people on whom the 

test is validated such as, age, gender and personality traits. It is also observed that validity is 

affected by the fake information on non-cognitive measures. For further detail: 
 

Read article 7.4 ‘The validity of non-cognitive measures ………..’ in folder 7 on web 

material for unit 7 

 

7.7 An Overview of Types of Reliability and Reliability Coefficient and its          

Interpretation. 
 

 No psychometric instrument can be of value unless it is a consistent, or reliable 

measure. Consequently, one of the first things that needs to be determined about a newly 

constructed test is whether sufficiently is reliable to measure what it was designed to 

measure. If in the absence of any permanent change in a person due to growth , learning, 

disease or injury, scores on a test vary with the occasion or situation, the test is probably 

not sufficiently reliable to be used for describing and evaluating people and making 

predictions concerning their behavior.  

 The following are the methods for calculating the reliability: 
 

(a) Test-Retest Coefficient: 

 A test-retest coefficient is calculated to determined whether a test measures consistently 

from one time to another. This coefficient tells about the magnitude of stability of a test, 

therefore, is called ‘coefficient of stability’. It can be calculated by correlating the scores 

obtained by a group of people on one administration with their scores on second administration 

of a test. The test-retest procedure takes in consideration errors of measurement resulting from 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-7/Article%207.4%20noncog%5b1%5d.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-7/Article%207.4%20noncog%5b1%5d.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-7/Article%207.4%20noncog%5b1%5d.pdf
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differences in conditions, associated with the two occasions on which the test is administered. 

Differences between conditions of administration will be greater after a long time interval than a 

short one. The magnitude of test-retest coefficient will be larger if there is very short interval 

few days) between initial test and retest.  

 

(b)     Parallel-Forms Coefficient  

 The degree of relationship between various forms of test can be evaluated by means of 

alternate forms or parallel forms coefficient of reliability, which is often termed the coefficient 

of ‘equivalence’.  Parallel of a form exist when for each form of the test,   the means and 

variance of the observed test scores are equal.  The parallel form idea is reasonable in principle; 

by administering a parallel  form after a  suitable  interval following administration of first form, 

a  reliability  coefficient   reflecting errors  of measurement  due to  different  items  and 

different  times of  administration can  be determined. To control for the confounding  effect of 

test  form  with administration time, first  test  should be administered first to half  of the group 

and  second  test to the other half; then on the second administration, the first group takes 

second test and the second group takes first test. The resulting correlation between the scores on 

the two forms, referred to as ‘coefficient of stability and equivalence’, takes into account errors 

due to different administration times or different items. 

 

(c) Split-Half Coefficient  
 In this simplest of internal consistency approaches, a single test is viewed as 

composed of two parts measuring the same thing. In this approach a test can be 

administered and separate scores assigned on two arbitrarily selected  halves of the test. 

For example the odd-numbered items may be scores separately from the even- numbered 

items. Then the correlation between two sets of scores obtained by a group of people is a 

parallel forms of reliability coefficient for a test half as long as the original.  

 Students are requested to study from reliability computing techniques from their 

research and statistics books and literature which they have already studied at master level.  

(i) Kuder-Richardson Method 

(ii) Coefficient Alpha 

 

(d) Interpreting Reliability Coefficient  

 The reliability of coefficient of affective instruments such as check list, rating scales, 

and inventories of personality, interest, or attitudes are lower than those of cognitive tests of 

achievement, intelligence, or special abilities. How high should a reliability coefficient be in 

order for a test or other psychometric instrument to be useful? If a test is to be used for 

determining whether the mean scores of two groups of people are significantly different, a 

reliability coefficient of .60 to .70 may be satisfactory. On the other hand, when a test is used 

to compare one person’s score with that of another person or a person’s score on one test with 

his or her score on another test, a reliability coefficient of at least .85 is needed to determine 

whether small differences in scores are significant.  
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Read following article before attempting self assessment questions 

       

Read Article 7.5 on construct validity in web based material folder 7 

Read Article 7.6 on Reliability                           

     

7.8 Self Assessment Questions 
   

 Q.1 Test your understanding of elements of this unit by seeing if you can explain each 

of the following terms, expressions, and abbreviations: Nomological network, 

concurrent validity, construct validity, content validity, convergent validity, 

discriminant evidence, criterion-related-evidence, predictive validity, coefficient of 

validity, standard error of estimate, multitrait-multimethod matrix, IRT,  

Q.2 Write five true-false items pertaining to personality characteristics that you think would 

be answered “true” more often by fakers than non-fakers. Then write five items that 

you believe would be answered “false” more often by fakers than non-fakers.  

Q.3 Construct a ten-item self-concept inventory using a true false format. On five of the 

statements the keyed answered should be ‘true’ and on the other five statements it 

should be ‘false’. Administer your self-concept inventory to several students, and 

compute their total score (0 to 10) as the number of responses given in the keyed 

direction. Were the scores generally low or high? How variable were they? What 

evidence is there regarding the reliability and validity of your self-concept inventory? 
 

7.9    Suggested Readings 
 

Linn, R. L. and Gronlund, N. E. (2000), Measurement and Assessment in  

Teaching, (8
th
 Ed), New Jersey: Prentice Hall. 

McMillan, J. H. (2007), Classroom Assessment: Principles and Practice for  

Effective Standard Based Instructions, Boston: Pearson Education, Inc. 

Popham, W.J. (2005). Modern Educational Measurement. Practical Guide for 

Educational Leader.  Pearson Education Inc.  

Reynold, C.R., Livingston, R.B. and Willson, V. (2006). Measurement and Assessment in 

Education. Boston: Pearson Education Inc. 
 

7.10 List of Web Sites 
 

1. http://xnet.rrc.mb.ca/tomh/validity_i.htm  

2. http://xnet.rrc.mb.ca/tomh/validity_ii.htm  

3. http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/measval.php 

4. http://sportsci.org/resource/stats/valid.html#excel 

5. http://PAREonline.net/getvn.asp?v=7&n=10  

6. http://sportsci.org/resource/stats/precision.html 

7. http://www.okstate.edu/ag/agedcm4h/academic/aged5980a/5980/newpage18.htm 

8. http://xnet.rrc.mb.ca/tomh/reliability.htm 

9. http://www.csusm.edu/gonzalez/psyc402/Reliability%20Handout%20Spring%202002.htm 

10. http://xnet.rrc.mb.ca/tomh/reliability_ii.htm 

11.  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Item_response_theory" 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-7/Article%207.5%20Construct%20Validity.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-7/Article%207.6%20New%20Microsoft%20Word%20Document.doc
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8.1  Introduction 
 

 Interview is one of the oldest and most widely used methods of personality 

assessment. An interview not only yields much the same kind of data as observations, but 

it provides information on what a person says as well as what he or she does. The 

interviewee’s nonverbal behavior, including body posters and poise, gestures, eye 

movements, and the quality and pattern of speech, is important and should be noted. The 

information obtained in an interview consists of details of the interviewee’s back ground 

or life history, in addition to data concerning feelings, attitudes, perceptions, and 

expectations. Interviews. Interviews in research context are used for polling, survey, and 

for obtaining in depth information on personality and behavior to test some hypothesis or 

theoretical proposition. An interview is not a one–way, question-and -answer situation in 

which the interviewer remains unaffected. In almost every case it is a dynamic, two-way 

interchange in which the participants mutually influence each other. Depending on their 

purposes and the skills of the interviewers, interviews may be structured, semi-structured, 

or unstructured. In this unit in addition to these topics qualitative and quantitative 

interviews will be discussed in order to clarify the meaning and use of interview in the 

educational research.    

 

8.2 Objectives of the Unit 
  

 After studying this unit the students may be able to; 

1- Explain the meaning of interview. 

2- Explain the key characteristics of different types of interviews. 

3- Describe the roles the researcher can play in qualitative interviewing.  

4-  Plan and conduct interviews. 

5- Analyze the data obtained from the interviews. 

 

8.3 Types of Interviews 
 

 Interviewing is a powerful research tool. You have learned in the previous units 

that data may be collected from research participants by administering 

questionnaire/rating scale etc. another way to collect data is to interview research 

participants. In simple words an interviewer’s collects the data through two major 

approaches: Quantitative and qualitative. These two approaches can further be subdivided 

into four classifications. Patton’s presented four classifications of interviews. They are 

called: 

1. Informal conversational interview 

2. Interview guide approach. 

3. Standardized open-ended  

4. Closed quantitative interview. 
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(I) Characteristics 
 

1- Qualitative interviews with a few key stakeholders can help document the 

need. 

2- Qualitative interviews can help to ensure that someone understand and 

perceive a problem and what will be the role of the key member to resolve 

the problem.   

3- May bused as an exploratory step before designing more quantitative.

4- Structured questionnaires to help determine the appropriate questions and 

categories. 

 

(II) Usefulness 
1- Useful for evaluating programs that are aimed at individualized outcomes. 

2- Capturing and describing program processes. 

3- Exploring individual differences between participants’ experiences and outcomes. 

4- Evaluating programs that are seen as dynamic or evolving. 

5- Understanding the meaning of a program to its participants. 

6- Documenting variations in program implementation at different sites. 

 

Not Useful 
1- Evaluating programs that emphasize common outcomes for all participants. 

2- Measuring specific, predetermined effects of a program on participants. 

3- In impact evaluations, deciding whether your intervention caused changes or 

effects in participants. 

 

 Before proceeding to types of interviews please clarify your concepts of 

interviewing. For this purpose read following web based material: 

 

Article 8.1 on ‘conducting interview’ folder 8 on web based material 

Article 8.2 on ‘creating good interview and survey questions’ 

 

In the following paragraphs you will study types and classification of interviews: 

 

8.4 Qualitative Interviews  
   

 Qualitative interviews consist of open-ended questions and provide qualitative 

data. We can say that it is a form of interview which provides qualitative data. Qualitative 

interviews are also called in-depth interview because they can be used to obtain in-depth 

information about a participant’s thoughts, attitude, beliefs, knowledge, reasoning, 

motivations, and feeling about some phenomenon. In this type of interview the 

interviewer enters in the inner world of interviewee to obtain the inner perception of that 

person. Patten (1987) has given following three types of qualitative interviews. 

 

8.4.1 Informal Conversational Interview   
 In this type of interview the questions emerge from the immediate context and are 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.1%20Conducting%20Interview.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.2%20Conducting%20Interview.doc
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asked in the natural course of things. The questions are not predetermined because the 

researcher has less clear agenda in terms of content and the agenda is less clearly 

researcher led. In fact the researcher has a broader agenda which accommodates the 

concerns as felt by the participants (interviewee).  It is most spontaneous and loosely 

structured of the three types of qualitative interviews. The interviewer discusses the topic 

with the interviewee. This discussion is followed by a number of leading questions. Since 

the interview is informal it will be a good idea if it is tape recorded with the permission of 

interviewee. But it is not always possible. Therefore it is suggested that field notes should 

be taken during the conversation. . 

 

Strength: 

 Increases the salience and relevance of the questions; 

 Interviews are built and emerges from observations: 

 The interview can be matched to individuals and circumstances.  

 

Weakness:    

 Different information collected from different people with different question is one 

of the weakness of informal conversational interview. The researcher faces 

difficulty while evaluating the responses. 

 Less systematic and comprehensive if certain questions do not arise ‘naturally’. 

 Data analysis and organization can be quite difficult.  

 

8.4.2 Interview Guide Approach  
 In this qualitative interview approach the researcher/interviewer enters the 

interview session with a plan to explore specific topics and asks specific open-ended 

questions of the interviewee. It is guided in the sense that interview protocol is provided 

to the interviewee. The researcher provides the topics and the questions in written form 

before the interview session. The interview does not need to follow the sequence in 

which the protocol guide was provided. The interviewer can also change the wording of 

any question listed in the interview protocol. It indicates that interview session is still 

unstructured interview between interviewer and interviewee.  But at the same time the 

interview will cover the same topics and questions with all of the interviewees.  

 

Strength:   

 The outline increases the comprehensiveness of  the data and makes data collection 

somewhat systematic for each respondent. 

 Logical gaps in data can be anticipated and closed.  

 Interview remains fairly conversational and situational. 

 

 Weaknesses:   

 Important and salient topics may be inadvertently omitted.  

 Interviewer flexibility in sequencing and wording questions can result in 

substantially different responses from different perspectives, thus reducing the 

comparability of responses. 
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8.4.3 Standardized Open-ended Interview  
 In this qualitative interview approach the exact wording and sequence of questions 

are determined in advance. The questions are all written out, and the interviewer reads the 

questions exactly written. All interviewees are asked the same basic questions in the same 

order. Questions are worded completely open-ended format. The interviewer enters the 

interview session with a standardized interview protocol similar to the interview protocol 

used in quantitative interview.  The key difference is that the interview protocol in the 

quantitative interview includes primarily closed ended items, but the interview protocol 

in the standardized open-ended interview includes primarily open-ended items. The 

standardized open-ended interview is more structured  

than interview guide approach to qualitative interviewing because the interviewer does 

not vary from the interview protocol in the later.  

 

Strength:     

 Respondents answer the same questions, thus increasing the comparability of 

responses. 

 Data are complete for each person on the topics addressed in the interview. 

 Reduces interviewers’ effect and bias when several interviewers are used.  

 Permits evaluation users to see and review the instrumentations used in the 

evaluation. 

 Facilitates organization and analysis of the data. 

 

Weaknesses:   

 Less flexibility in relating the interview to particular individuals and circumstances. 

 Standardized wording of questions may constrain and limit naturalness and 

relevance of questions and answers. 

 

Read following articles for the clarification of above mentioned concepts: 

Article 8.3 on ‘conducting qualitative interviews’ in web based material folder 8 

Article 8.4 on ‘Art of effective qualitative interview’ in web based material folder 8 

Article 8.5 on ‘in-depth qualitative interview’ 

Article 8.6 on ‘qualitative interview 2’ 

   

8.5 Quantitative Interviews 
 

 Structured and semi-structured interviews are our mostly widely used offering 

within data collection services. 

 Structured interviews involve tight control over the format of the questions and 

answers. In essence, the structured interview is like a questionnaire, which is 

administered face to face with a respondent. The researcher has a predetermined list of 

questions, to which the respondent in invited to offer limited option responses. The tight 

control over the wording of the questions, the order in which the questions occur and the 

range of answers that are on offer have the advantage of standardization. Each respondent 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.3%20conducting.qual.interviews.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.4%20Indepth%20interview1.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.5%20Indepth%20qualitative%20interview.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.6%20Qualitative%20interview%202.doc
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is faced with identical questions. And the range of pre-coated answers on offer to 

respondents ensures that data analysis is relatively easy. The structured interview, in this 

respect, lends itself to the collection of quantitative data.  The goal of quantitative 

interview is to standardize what is presented to the interviewees. Standardization has 

been achieved when what is said to all interviewees is the  same or as similar as possible.  

 

 8.5.1 The Interview Protocol   

 The interview protocol is the data collection instrument that includes the items, the 

response categories, the instructions, and so forth.  In interview protocol the researcher 

prepares a structured oral questionnaire and a set of possible responses for each question. 

These questions and then their responses are read by the interviewer to the interviewee. 

The interviewer also records the interviewee’s responses on the interview protocol. The 

interview protocol is usually written on paper for in-person interviews and shown on a 

computer screen for telephone type of interview. The interview protocol used in 

quantitative interview looks very similar to a questionnaire.  

 

Strength:   

 Data analysis is simple. 

 Responses can directly be compared  and easily aggregated. 

 Many questions be asked in a short time. 

 

Weaknesses:    

 Respondents must fit their responses and feelings into the researcher’s categories. 

 May be perceived as impersonal, irrelevant, and mechanistic. 

 Can distort what respondents really mean or experience by so completely limiting 

their response choices. 

 

For further clarification of structured interviews read the following articles: 

 

Article 8.7 on ‘structured Interview for Educational Research’ in folder 8 on web 

based material  

Article 8.8 on ‘Structured Interview’ in the same folder 

Article 8.9 on  ‘structured Interview guide’ in the same folder 

Article 8.10 on ‘structured Interview: a practical guide’ 

 

8.6 Advantages of Interviews 

 
1- Depth of information. Interviews are particularly good at producing data which 

deal with topics in depth and in detail. Subjects can be probed, issues pursued and 

lines of investigation followed over a relatively lengthy period. 

2- Insights. The researcher is likely to gain valuable insights based on the depth of the 

information gathered and the wisdom of ‘key informants’. 

3- Equipment. Interviews require only simple equipment and build on conversation 

skills, which researchers already have. 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.7%20structured%20interview%20for%20educatonal%20research.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.7%20structured%20interview%20for%20educatonal%20research.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.8%20Structured%20interview.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.8%20Structured%20interview.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.8%20Structured%20interview.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.10%20Structured%20Interview,Apractical%20guide.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.10%20Structured%20Interview,Apractical%20guide.pdf
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4- Informants’ priorities. Interviews are a good method for producing data based on 

informants’ priorities, opinions and ideas. Informants have the opportunity to 

expand their ideas, explain their views and identify what they regard as the crucial 

factors. 

5- Flexibility. As a method for data collection, interviews are probably the most 

flexible. Adjustments to the lines of enquiry can be made during the interview 

itself. Interviewing allows for a developing line of enquiry. 

6- Validity. Direct contact at the point of the interview means that data can be 

checked for accuracy and relevance, as they are collected. 

7- High response rate. Interviews are generally prearranged and scheduled for a 

convenient time and location. This ensures a relatively high response rate. 

8- Therapeutic. Interviews can be a rewarding experience for the informant. 

Compared with questionnaires, observations and experiments, there is a more 

personal element to the method, and people tend to enjoy the rather rare chance to 

talk about their ideas at length to a person whose purpose is to listen and note the 

ideas without being critical. 

 

8.7 Disadvantages of Interviews 
 

1. Time-consuming. Analysis of data can be difficult and time-consuming. Data 

preparation and analysis is ‘end-loaded’ compared with, for instance, 

questionnaires, which are pre-coded and where data are ready for analysis once 

they have been collected. The transcribing and coding of interview data is a major 

task for the researcher, which occurs after the data have been collected. 

2. Data Analysis. The interview method tends to produce non-standard responses. 

Semi-structured interviews produce data that are not pre-coded and have a relative 

open format. 

3. Reliability. The impact of the interviewer and of the context means that 

consistency and objectivity are hard to achieve. The data collected are, to an extent, 

unique owing to the specific context and the specific individuals involved. This has 

an adverse effect on reliability. 

4. Interviewer effect. The data from interviews are based on what people say rather 

than what they do. The two may not tally. What people say they do, what they say 

they prefer and what they think cannot automatically be assumed to reflect the 

truth. In particular, interview statements can be affected by the identity of the 

researcher. 

5. Resources. The costs of interviewer’s time, of travel and transcription can be 

relatively high if the informants are geographically widespread.   

 

8.8 Practical Issues  
 

 One of the key aspects of interviewing is the interviewer-interviewee relationship. 

If the interviewee suspects some kind of ‘agenda’, responses may not be completely 

honest!  

 This leads to the question about who conducts the interview. A socially competent 
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research student may be a far more useful interviewer than a staff member! In most 

universities, there are teaching support departments who can provide an experienced 

interviewer. Another source of interviewer might lie in a psychology Department where 

honors students have to conduct honors projects. Frequently, there may be students with 

an interest in learning who can be excellent interviewers. The use of such interviewers 

may reduce many problems.  

 Interviews need not necessarily be one-to-one. If the group is too large (perhaps 4 

or more), then it is likely that there will be ‘passengers’ in the group who will contribute 

very little. Interviewing one-to one requires some interviewing skill in that a shy or 

hesitant student may need coaxing and encouragement. With a group of two or three, 

students are often more relaxed and can support each other. However, it is not always 

easy to avoid the views of one student influencing the others and perhaps dominating the 

interview direction. There is no simple best way. It depends on your aims, the time 

available and the nature of student social dynamics.  

 The way students react will also be influenced by the location of the interview. 

Informality in familiar surroundings is strongly advocated. One of the best ways observed 

is when research students carry out the interviews, with cans of juice, cups of coffee and 

nibbles on hand. Relaxed honesty comes quickly! It is worth avoiding the formality of an 

interviewer and an interviewee eyeing each other over the table.  

 It is important to be up front with the students and to explain to purpose of the 

interview. The interview (in a research setting) is a voluntary affair. The student needs to 

know what is happening, why the interview is taking place and what use will be made of 

the outcomes, which will emerge from the interviews. Anonymity is important. Some 

departments have specifically asked that it be made clear to students that someone out 

side the department is conducting the survey of student views and no view will be able to 

be related to a specific student. This may be helpful although, where staff-student 

relationships are confident and open, this may not be necessary.  

 Inevitably, the interviewer will make notes during the interview, unless blessed 

with a photographic memory. It is important to ensure that note taking is as unobtrusive 

as possible and does not hinder the flow of the interview.  

 Some people conduct interviews with a tape-recorder running throughout. This 

needs some thought in advance in that analyzing a tape of an interview may take several 

hours for each hour of taping. However, such tapes can be useful to amplify and notes 

made by the interviewer. It may be useful only to refer to those tapes where a particularly 

interesting discussion was observed. If a tape recorder is to be used, it is essential that it 

is unobtrusive and that the microphone is sensitive (teaching support services or media 

support services can usually help here). Time has to be allowed at the outset for the 

interviewees to ignore the taping and some interviewees may not wish to be recorded and 

this must be respected.  

 

  

 

 After reading different types of interview now you are ready to do the 

following activity: 
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Activity No 1 
Keeping the below points in mind, plan an interview for your research study.  

   

Planning Interviews 
(a) Define your purpose precisely. 

(b) Decide on level of structuring and be willing to modify as necessary; prepare list 

of questions. 

(c) Check on time available for interviewing and data analysis;  

(d) In the light of aims, decide in general terms how you propose to analyze data;  

(e) Plan how many will be interviewed, how the sample will be obtained and 

whether it will one-to one or in small groups; 

(f) Decide who will be the interviewer; 

(g) Decide where, when and the context (eg. Over coffee). 

 

8.9 Analyzing the Outcomes 
 

 Analyzing the outcomes of an interview is a very challenging task. If the interview 

is highly structured, then data analysis can be simpler as has been discussed in structured 

interview. For example, we can simply record the proportion of students who like 

laboratories, used a given textbook regularly, re-wrote their lecture notes after lectures 

and so on. However, most interviews are, in some measure, not so structured and students 

can respond in widely different ways using widely different language. Indeed, in open 

interviews, the researcher may even determine the agenda.  

 It all comes back to the original aims. Here is an example, which illustrates this: 

In a series of student interviews, the aim was to explore how students saw the process of 

problem-based learning, which was used in a particular course. The aim was exploratory. 

There was no decision beforehand about possible student reactions. The interview was 

highly unstructured and fairly long. Interviews were recorded and transcribed and each 

student was treated as case study. Such work can be highly revealing although very time-

consuming.  

 This is completely different to an analysis of responses in categories as in a highly 

structured interview. In many interviews, there is partial structuring. Different parts of the 

interview will be treated in different ways. Responses to some questions may simply be 

totaled while responses to others may vary widely. A summary of the interviews might 

look like: 

 “All 10 students were clearly very much in favour of the new laboratory exercises. 

6 indicated that they like the way they related to real-life issues in optics while 3 felt that 

it was important that the marks awarded should reflect the effort required. 8 want the 

same approach to be applied to all the experiments, 4like the opportunity to be creative 

although 2 others express their slight reservation about how they might cope.” 

 Because the sample was only 10, care must be taken in generalizing the results and 

statistical analysis is completely inappropriate.  

Before we conclude this topic you are requested to read: 

Article 8.11 on ‘E-mail Interview’ This article will expose you the use of advance 

technology in qualitative research 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.11%20email-interviewing.pdf
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-8/Article%208.11%20email-interviewing.pdf
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Activity No. 2 
Think about the following questions and apply in your research. 

 

Questions a researcher should consider 

 

 Is there likely to be an age gap between the interviewee(s) and myself and, if so, 

how will this affect the interview?  

 In the light of the topic I propose the research, will interviewing someone of the 

opposite sex or a different ethnic origin have an impact on his or her willingness to 

respond? 

 What are the social status, educational qualifications and professional expertise of 

the people I propose to interview, and how do these compare with my own? Is it 

his likely to affect the interviewer-interviewee relationship in a positive or negative 

manner. 

 How should I adjust my appearance so that I best fit in with those being 

interviewed? 

 How can I avoid being dragged into agreeing with views I find distasteful without 

antagonizing the interviewee or engaging in a debate? 

 Do I wish to adopt a style of interviewing which empowers or helps the people I 

hope to interview? 

 Will those who read the research recognize and appreciate my involvement with 

the interviewees as a reasoned departure from the convention, rather than treat it as 

plain bad practice 
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Checklist: preparation for Interviews  

 

When preparing to conduct interviews you should feel confident about answering ‘yes’ 

to the following questions. Check yourself: 

1. Is the interview mention appropriate in terms of:  

 The topic of the research?  

 The need for detailed information?  

 Access to informants   

 Necessary time and funding for the interviews?  

2. Do I have a clear vision of the issues to be discussed during the interview?  

3. Can the interviews be scheduled in good time to allow for the  

subsequent transcription and analysis of the data?  

4. Am I confident that ‘self’ and personal identity (age, sex etc)  

will not prove a major obstacle to getting informants to response 

openly and  honestly during interviews?  

5. Have I obtained authorization from the appropriate  

authorities to conduct the interviews?  

6. Am I clear about what criterion has been used for the selection  

of informants (random selection, key informants)?  

7. Has a suitable time and place for the interview been arranged (privacy, 

acoustics etc)?  

8. Is there a definite time limit for the interviews and are all parties to the 

interview aware of this limit?  

9. Has consideration been given to the most suitable mode of self-

presentation style?   
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Checklist for Evaluating an Interview  

 

When evaluating an interview you should feel confident about answering ‘yes’ to the 

following questions. Check yourself: 

1. Were the necessary formalities observed at the start (introductions, confidentiality 

etc.)?   

2. Were the rights of the informant respected (consent, sensitivity)?  

3. Were relevant details about the informant collected?  

4. Did I exercise a suitable level of control over the progress of the 

interview (time, agenda)?  

5. Was a non-judgmental stance maintained towards the informant’s  

answers?  

6. Was the discussion monitored appropriately in terms of: 

 Informant’s key points?  

 Reading between the lines?  

 Trying to identify an inconsistency? 

 Being aware of the ‘fob-off answer?  

 Looking for boastful or exaggerated answers?  

 Looking for the answer simply aimed to please the interviewer?  

7. Were field notes taken about: 

 The impact of the context?  

 Relevant non-verbal communication(gestures etc.)?  

8. Were prompts, probes and checks used to good effect where appropriate?  

9. Were the appropriate courtesies given at the end (thanks, reassurances)?  
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Checklist For the Use of Interview Data  
 

When using interview data for your research you should feel confident about 

answering ‘yes’ to the following questions. Check yourself:  

 

1. Have relevant details been given about the context of the interviews  

 (location, prior events, ambience etc.)?  

2. Has consideration been given to the effect of the recording equipment  

 on the openness with which informants replied?  

3. was it possible to transcribe the interview talk without too many  

 gaps and without too much ‘tidying up’ of the talk to make it intelligible?  

4. Has the transcription of the interview been checked for accuracy and meaning 

with the interviewee?   

5. Is the analysis based on ‘themes’ running through a number of interviews?  

6. Are the quotations used in the report of the research attributed to a category of 

person without reveling specific identities of the informants?  

7. Are the quotations that are used in the report of the research presented in the 

context:  

8. Has an account of the researcher’s self been provided with aconsideration of how 

it might have affected the: 

 Interaction during the interview?  

 Interpretation  

 

8.10 Self-Assessment Questions 
 

1. Explain the purpose of the Interviews.  

2. How is Qualitative Interviewing different from other types of interviewing? 

3. How will you conduct the interview? 

4. What problems a researcher may encounter during the interview? 

5. What are the causes of respondent bias in personal interviews? 

6. What steps can the researcher take to increase the probability of obtaining the     

respondent’s cooperation? 

7. Explain the possible pitfalls that occur in the interviews. 

8. Outline the possible points which help in planning the interviews. 

9. What is meant by a ‘Structured interview’? How would you plan a structured 

interview? 

10. How the outcomes of interview can be analyzed?  
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9.1 Introduction   
 

 Observation is a not merely taken as a tool rather it is taken as a method of data 

collection in which the researcher or an observer observes events / participants in natural 

/or structured environments. The importance of observation can be understood by a 

simple statement that what people say is not necessarily the same as what they do 

therefore behaviour sciences ask for observation to be adopted as a supplement to other 

methods of research as well. Observation has been described by Clough and Nutbrown 

(2002) as a way of 'seeing' familiar and routine events in a new way. This involves 

looking critically with questions about what you are looking at.   

 Traditionally, observation was seen as entirely separate from theory, free from 

preconceptions and therefore lending support to the idea of scientific objectivity. 

However, it is now believed that observations can be preplanned and ordered according 

to a pre-existing theory or set objectives to be achieved.  

 There are many positive aspects of the observational research approach. Namely, 

observations are usually flexible and do not necessarily need to be structured around a 

hypothesis (remember a hypothesis is a statement about what you expect to observe). For 

instance, before undertaking more structured research a researcher may conduct 

observations in order to form a research question. Observational data usually consists of 

detailed information about particular individuals, groups or situations. This kind of data 

can provide a deeper and richer understanding than data obtained through any other 

survey method. In terms of internal validity, observational research findings are 

considered to be strong because the researcher is able to collect a depth of information 

about a particular behavior. However, there are negative aspects. There are problems with 

reliability and generalizability. Reliability refers the extent that observations can be 

replicated. Seeing behaviors occur over and over again may be a time consuming task. 

Generalizability, or external validity, is described as the extent that the study's findings 

would also be true for other people, in other places, and at other times. In observational 

research, findings may only reflect a unique population and therefore cannot be 

generalized to others. There are also problems with researcher bias. Often it is assumed 

that the researcher may "see what they want to see." Bias, however, can often be 

overcome with training or electronically recording observations. Hence, overall, 

observations are a valuable tool for researchers. 

 Observation system is therefore the settings and arrangements made to conduct an 

observational study. There are two ways in which the observational studies are 

conducted: quantitative observation and qualitative observation. Both forms require 

certain settings and arrangements to ensure the accuracy and maximize the effectiveness 

of the method in achieving the goals of study. Distinguishing between observation and 

inference moves us toward the process of systematic observation. Systematic observation 

is setting up our study so that we eliminate or reduce bias.  
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9.2 Objectives: 
 

 After completing this unit you will be able to: 

1. Realize the significance of 'observation' as a very useful research method. 

2. Differentiate between qualitative and quantitative observation system. 

3. Identify the procedures involved in quantitative observation. 

4. Select and use effectively the standardized tools of quantitative observation.  

5. Adopt appropriate sampling procedures. 

6. Recognize various roles that an observer can have discover useful ways of 

conducting an observational study. 

 

9.3 Quantitative Observation 
 

 The process of measurement is central to quantitative research because it provides 

the fundamental connection between empirical observation and mathematical expression 

of quantitative relationships. Approaches to quantitative psychology were first modelled 

on quantitative approaches in the physical sciences by Gustav Fechner in his work on 

psychophysics, which built on the work of Ernst Heinrich Weber. Although a distinction 

is commonly drawn between qualitative and quantitative aspects of scientific 

investigation, it has been argued that the two go hand in hand. For example, based on 

analysis of the history of science, Kuhn (1961) concludes that “large amounts of 

qualitative work have usually been prerequisite to fruitful quantification in the physical 

sciences”. Qualitative research is often used to gain a general sense of phenomena and to 

form theories that can be tested using further quantitative research.  

 

 Quantitative observation involves standardization procedures, and it produces 

quantitative data.   

 

9.3.1 Procedures Involved: 

 A decision rule is a procedure set in place before we begin data collection. We 

construct our observational research in such a way that if someone else did it, under the 

same or similar circumstances, they would come up with the same result. In order to do 

this, our procedure and decision rules must be clearly described. Before the formal 

observation begins the researcher needs to plan carefully the procedures of observation 

by answering the following basic questions: 

 

a.  Who is to be Observed? 

 Once the objectives of the study determine that observation is the tool to be used, 

the researcher then needs to identify the target population. The population can be of 

objects, events or individuals. It is necessary to delimit the population to an extent 

which may help the researcher to use the tool effectively. Quantitative observation 

though helps to include a larger population than qualitative observation. But still a 

feasible size of population is to be determined. 
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b. What is Observed? 

 Once the population is identified then comes the question of what needs to be 

observed. If in a classroom the anxiety of learners is being measured then it might 

ask to observe the change of facial expressions even, while measuring the level of 

learning of a particular skill might be limited to specific skill oriented behaviours 

only. Therefore in quantitative observation another crucial stage is to identify the 

features and details to be observed, this helps in framing the parameters of 

observations just as in the process of questionnaire or any other tool development.  

 

c. Where the observations are to take place? 
 A quantitative observation is largely effected by the environment in which the 

observation is taking place. It can affect the observer as well as the observed. 

Observation environment also depends upon the research objectives. Observation 

can be carried out in two types of environments:  

 Laboratory observation (which is done in a lab set up by the researcher).  

 Naturalistic observation (which is done in real-world settings).  

 

d.  How the observations are to take place? 

 Quantitative observation needs specific observational data in quantifiable manner. 

Therefore the recording procedures are to be carefully selected. Some researchers 

find it easier to prepare checklists at the time of observation and some prefer other 

modes of recording such as video camera recording but the video recording through 

camera then further needs to be converted in quantified data.  

 

 

Read Article 9.1..\Web Material PhD study guide\web material unit-9\article9.1.doc 

for Further Details 

 

Observational Field Research 

Laura Brown 

 

ACTIVITY I:  
 

 If a study is being conducted to observe changing patterns of student 

behaviour before and after the break time in a primary school. Try and answer the 

following questions:  

a.  Who is to be observed? 

b. What is observed? 

c. Where the observations are to take place? 

d.  How the observations are to take place? 

 

 Discuss your answers with group of researchers and give arguments to 

support your decisions.  

 

 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-9/article9.1.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-9/article9.1.doc
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9.3.2 Standardized Instruments   
 Quantitative observation requires using certain instruments which are developed 

and standardized in similar ways as in other tools of survey. Most commonly used three  

 

a. Checklists 

 Observation checklists provide a wider range of information than found in 

traditional written work, and they help the observer to focus on specific features 

already noted in the form of a checklist. Observation checklists are lists of specific 

criteria that observers focus on at a particular time or during a particular process. In 

schools checklists are used to record whether students have acquired specific 

knowledge, skills, processes, abilities, and attitudes. Checklists inform teachers 

about where their instruction has been successful and where students need 

assistance or further instruction. Formats for checklists should be varied and easy 

to use.  

b. Anecdotal Records 

 Anecdotal records are notes written by the observer regarding behaviour in a 

particular situation or change of behaviour or learning. The observer documents 

and describes significant events, and relevant aspects of activity and progress. 

Formats for collection should be flexible and easy to use.  Anecdotal records are 

used as a form of ongoing assessment of observations of student(s) in the 

classroom. These jot-notes provide the teacher with information as to how the 

student is processing information, collaborating with students as well as general 

observations on learning styles, attitudes and behaviour. These records are a 

valuable form on ongoing assessment. Observations of student actions and 

interactions are noted in a specific day, time, setting and learning context. Notes are 

to be objective and as specific as possible including dialogue or student reactions.  

c. Rubrics 

 Rubrics are scoring guides or sets of expectations used to assess intensity 
of a behaviour or event and also to assess level of change occurring in 
behaviors to know the expectations and is needed in order to improve the 
situation. Rubrics provide a ranking of task ability based on criteria .It is a scoring 

guide that differentiates on an articulated scale, among a group of sample behaviors 

or evidences of thought that are responding to the same prompt. By providing 

specific numeric ratings and describing characteristics necessary to achieve each 

grade, the evaluation process is "demystified".  

 

For further understanding please refer to Article 9.2 

Assessment and Evaluation 

Instructional Resources Unit  

Curriculum and E-Learning Branch, Saskatchewan Learning  

 

 

 

 

 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-9/article9.2.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-9/article9.2.doc
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ACTIVITY II 
 

 Develop three different problem statements which may be studied in an 

observational research by using the following three instruments: 

 __________________________________________________________   
 

a.  Checklist 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

b. Anecdotal Record 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 

c.  Rubric 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

ACTIVITY III 
 

 Collect already used checklist, already prepared anecdotal record and a 

rubric, which have been used in different observational studies and state the strong 

and weak features of each tool: 

 __________________________________________________________   

a.  Checklist 

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   
 

b. Anecdotal Record 

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   
 

c.  Rubric 

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   

   

9.3.3 Sampling Procedures  
 

 Quantitative observation involves specific sampling procedures as well. These 

procedures help to locate what is to be observed and when. Two basic ways of sampling 

observational set-up are time interval sampling and event sampling.  

  

a. Time-Interval Sampling  
 Time interval sampling refers to observing during specific time intervals. for 

example observing the students in first ten minutes of each class.  If you know precisely 

which behaviours you wish to observe and are interested mainly in the frequency of 

occurrence of these behaviours, the time-sampling technique is an appropriate one to 

utilize. The observer uses a specified number of time intervals, of a specified uniform 

length and spacing. The observed behaviour or recorded by a prearranged code notation 

or a checklist system off tallying. Then various types of scorings can be done but it is also 

to be determined before hand so that the recording may give the relevant information for 

further calculations such as: 

 The number of time intervals during which the observed behaviour occurred, 

 The total number of occurrences of that behaviour; 
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 The number of occurrences per interval, 

 The total occurrence time and  

 The occurrence time per interval 

 

 Time sampling is a controlled observation method, which systematically and 

reliably samples the target behaviours and limits the uncertainties (and time and effort) of 

the researcher. The disadvantages are that the complexity and richness of behaviour in 

context are difficult to capture by this method and the target behaviours need to occur 

frequently for this method to be feasible. Cause-effect relationships, reciprocal 

interactions, and the meaning flow of behaviour in context are often lost in a method that 

resembles still photographs rather than movies. 

 One can lengthen the observation time interval and use a specimen record in order 

to combine some of the advantages of the sequential protocol with frequent time samples. 

Advantages and disadvantages of various techniques need to be weighed in the context of 

one’s research aims and constraints. 

 

b. Event sampling  
 Event sampling refers to observing in a particular situation. This is not necessarily 

time bound but it is event bound. The target behaviour is to be observed in a particular set 

of circumstances. The researcher focuses attention on a unit of behaviour, such as playing 

with pets, cooperation episodes, meeting a new teacher and so on. The kinds of notes 

taken vary widely from specimen records to coded checklists and time measures. The 

point, however, is to attempt to describe an integral action (from beginning to end) within 

a context; what began it, who was involved, precisely what happened, how it terminated, 

how long it lasted. As many such episodes are collected as possible.  

 The advantage in studying the integral event in context is that the relationship 

between the behaviour and its coexisting conditions may be clarified. On the other hand 

event sampling focuses on a piece of behaviour stream, and the larger stream is picked up 

by specimen records is unrecorded. 

 

For further understanding read article 9.3 

 

Descriptive Observation and Experiment 

Routio Pentti 

 

 

For practical example read article 9.4 

Classroom observations of students with and without ADHD: Differences across 

types of engagement 

Rosemary E. Vile Junod, George J. DuPaul, Asha K. Jitendra, Robert J. Volpe and 

Kristi S. Cleary 

 

 

 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-9/article9.3.doc
../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-9/article9.4.doc
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SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS: 
 

Q1. In what type of studies an observation is the right method to be adopted? Give 

examples. 

Q2.  How can an Observational Study be planned effectively? 

Q3.  When will you prefer to use time sampling instead of event sampling and why? 

 

9.4 Qualitative Observation 
 

 A qualitative observation is a less specific observation in science usually 

concerning descriptions for example- a marble is on the floor and it is red and smooth to 

the touch. This is different from a quantitative observation because a quantitative 

observation is more precise and involves numbers. Qualitative observation is exploratory 

and open- ended, and the researcher takes extensive field notes. Qualitative measure is 

looking at something for it's features. This is in contrast to a "quantitative" measure, in 

which some definite number is assigned to the observation. 

 For example, looking at a flower and saying that it is blue and healthy is a 

qualitative observation. Saying that it is 5 inches tall is a quantitative observation. 

Qualitative observation is also sometimes referred as naturalistic observation.  The 

naturalistic observation is a type of study classified under the broader catagory of field 

studies; non-experimental approaches used in the field or in real-life settings. In the 

naturalistic observation method the researcher very carefully observes and records some 

behavior or phenomenon, sometimes over a prolonged period, in its natural setting. The 

subjects or phenomena are not directly interfered with in any way. In the social sciences 

this usually involves observing humans or animals as thay go about their activities in real 

life settings.  

 The major strength of qualitative observation is that it allows researchers to observe 

behavior in the setting in which it normally occurs rather than the artificial and limited 

setting. It also allows a researcher to explore the situation in detail which enables in-

depth analysis afterwards. Qualitative observation also becomes the bases of quantitative 

tool development.  

 The limitation of this method is that it can also take a great amount of time. 

Researchers may have to wait for long to observe the behavior or phenomenon of 

interest.  Further limitations include the difficulty of observing behavior without 

disrupting it and the difficulty of coding results in a manner appropriate for statistical 

analysis.  

For further understanding read article 9.5 

 

Observation: A Complex Research Method 

Lynda M. Baker 

 

 

 

 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-9/article9.5.doc
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ACTIVITY IV 

a. Sitting in your bedroom make notes and describe quality of the following things: 

o Size of bedroom 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

o Design and variety of Furniture  

 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

o Placement of light (tube or bulb) 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

o Space in room 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

o Accessories  

______________________________________________________________ 

 

 ______________________________________________________________ 

 

b. After three days again do the same observation and make notes 

 

 

c. Compare the two observations and see how different qualitative observation can be 

at different times on the same spot 

 

 

d. Ask someone else to make notes and compare those with you 
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9.5 Role taken by researcher during the conduct of qualitative observation 

 

 In the qualitative observation an observer can take four different roles as per 

objectives of the study.  

 

a. Complete participant  

 As a complete participant the observer is one of the participants and doesn't already 

know that he / she is going to be asked to rate or score the event or other 

participants. This method is found very useful to get actual and real feelings of the 

participants about an event or situation or behaviours. But on the other hand as the 

observer doesn't know before hand therefore he/she can miss out some significant 

details and the information is not very reliable. 

b. Participant-as-Observer  

 In this method one or more of the participants are informed that they are going to 

observe the whole situation as an observer and are given some guidelines as well to 

observe minutely and effectively. This is also very useful technique as being a part 

of the participatory group the observers can observe very closely. But the limitation 

is personal bias of the observer as being a participant. 

c. Observer-as-Participant  

 Here the observer (researcher) himself becomes a participant and at one hand 

experiences the whole event him/herself as well as observes others very closely. 

The observer is very clear about the objectives of the study and is a trained 

researcher so he/she can collect very useful details which enable in-depth analysis 

afterward. Here a major limitation is that if the other participants know that the 

participant is an observer, they might not behave as natural as the observer wants 

them to. 

d. Complete Observer  

 Complete observation is distinguished from participant observation in a number of 

ways. First, the observer doesn't typically try to become a participant in the context. 

However, the direct observer does strive to be as unobtrusive as possible so as not 

to bias the observations. Second, complete observation suggests a more detached 

perspective. The researcher is watching rather than taking part. Third, direct 

observation tends to be more focused than participant observation. The researcher 

is observing certain sampled situations or people rather than trying to become 

immersed in the entire context. Finally, direct observation tends not to take as long 

as participant observation.  

 

Refer back to article 9.5 

 

Observation: a complex research method 

Lynda M. Baker 

../Web%20Material%20PhD%20study%20guide/web%20material%20unit-9/article9.5.doc
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ACTIVITY V 
 

Select any of the above two roles, experiment both in a small study and then compare the 

observations: 

 

1. ______________________________________________________________ 

 

   ______________________________________________________________ 

 

   ______________________________________________________________ 

 

   ______________________________________________________________ 

 

2. ______________________________________________________________ 

 

   ______________________________________________________________ 

 

   ______________________________________________________________ 

 

   ______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Differences:  

 

Similarities: 

 

9.6 Guidelines for directing qualitative observation 
 

 Some General guidelines for directing qualitative observation are as following: 

 Label your observation notes with the date, time, place, and general situation.  

 Record only what you see, not what you think.  

 Record everything, whether positive or negative.  

 Let your research questions guide what you observe, but keep an eye open to 

all that is going on around you. What seems insignificant now may become 

very important later on.  

 Pay attention to daily routine and the ordinary things that occur as well as the 

out of the ordinary.  

 If possible, take detailed notes during the observation. Try to be as 

unnoticeable as possible about your note taking.  

 If it is not possible to take notes there and then, record your thoughts as soon 

as possible after the event.  

 If you use tape recorders or video cameras, consider recording what you 

observe in writing for back-up purposes. 
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 Things to observe and write about: The physical arrangement, portraits of 

students, diagrams, bits of dialogue, depictions of activity. “Mapping” is a 

useful tool.  

 You can make a physical map to show where tables and chairs are located 

and the members of the group interact with each other and a time map can 

show the kinds of activities that occur at different times. 

 Try to include as much details as possible, but do not miss the real 

information in useless details 

 If more than one observer is recording it is best to divide the information 

areas and focus. 

 

Read article 9.6 and article 9.7 
 

9.6 Originally prepared by Professor Andrew Hannan. 
 

Component now led by Dr. Peter Kelly 
 

9.7 Observation Methods and Tips for Usability Testing 
 

Sim D'Hertefelt 

 

9.7 Self Assessment Questions: 
 

Q.1 When and why would you prefer qualitative observation on quantitative 

observation? Give strong arguments. 

Q.2 In which role the observer can perceive and report best observations in a qualitative 

observational study? Give examples. 

Q.3 Which are the major guidelines that you feel to be followed when observational 

study is being conducted? 

 

9.8 Suggested Readings: 
 

Scott, D. & Usher, R. (2003) Researching Education: Data Methods and Theory in 

Educational Enquiry. Institute of Education, University of London 

Lowe, M. (2007) Beginning Research: A guide for Foundation Degree Students. 

Routledge Taylor and Francis Group,UK. 

 

9.9 List of Web Sites   
http://www.sasked.gov.sk.ca/docs/mla/assess.html    

http://www2.uiah.fi/projects/metodi/162.htm 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science 

http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m1387/is_1_55/ai_n26987735/pg_2/?tag=content;col1 

http://www.edu.plymouth.ac.uk/resined/observation/obshome.htm#A.%20Introduction 

http://www.interactionarchitect.com/knowledge/article19991212shd.htm 
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